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Chapter 12. Promoting the Informal Sector， 
Apprenticeship， and Entrepreneurship 

Samuel Wangwe and Donald Mmari， REPOA 

12.1 Introduction 

The informal sector has been the other main source of job growth in most ∞untries in 
Africa. Stylized facts about the informal sector in Africa suggest that this sector 
∞mprises small units with one or two workers， la叩elybased on kinship and 
specializing in narrowly defined products， such as furniture or repair of certain parts of 
automobiles. These units create jobs typically through apprenticeship. Once the 
apprentice acquires necessary skills， they move out and set up equ剖Iysmall units. 
Jobs in this sector are associated with low productivity， low incomes and vulnerability. 

As will be shown in this chapter the story of the informal sector in Africa is∞mplex， 
and at times puzzling. To under百tandthis sector and the policies for dealing with this 
informality calls for explicit re∞gnition of its existenωand complexity. The route to 
creating non-vulnerable jobs in the informal sector with deωnt pay in the short-run as 
well as in the medium and long term will need to be understood. 

To improve the quality and pay of existing jobs， increase productivity levels and enable 
them to informal sector enterprises to grow in size and acquire more efficient forms of 
organization they will require be世eraccess to infrastructure (electricity， roads， and 
water)， training oppo同unities，financial services and business premises in areas where 
informal secto隠 areconcentrated. The business environment will also need to be 
made more secure to betler protect people working in the informal sector. 

This chapter reviews policies to encourage and assist operat，口市 inthe informal sector， 
and recommends those which have been shown to be e'宵'ectiveby rigorous research 
The chapter also reviews studies employing randomized experiments and other 
research-based projects that have been piloted in Africa， and re∞mmends those that 
∞uld be scaled up as government policies and those that might be piloted to generate 
additional evidence on employment generation in the informal sector. 

Many young pe叩 lein Africa aspire to become entrepreneur百.And， entrepreneurship is 
believed to be a promising avenue for turning energy and dynamism of the youth into a 
demographic dividend. Many African ∞untries have implemented initiatives designed 
to spur entrepreneurship. The initiatives include entrepreneur宮hiptraining， and 
development of cuπicula for techni伺 1and vocational education. This chapter陪 views
these programs， evaluates their effectiveness， and recommends new initiatives. 

The nature of the informal e∞nomy in Africa， in terms of its s∞pe， and activities has 
evolved over time， sometimes slowly and other times quite rapidly. This aspect of the 
informal sect町 justi偽 sthe importance of defining ∞ncept i回 If，and understanding the 
extent and trend of the informal economy in Africa. Pertinent questions in this endaevor 
include: What constitutes the informal economy? How has it changed over timeワWhat
are its labor force char百cteristics?What is the potential of the sector in generating 
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employment and addressing the problem of pove町?What are the returns to education 
and employment in the sector? Is the sector a viable option for employment; and what 
does existing data suggest about the changes， and the driving forces for the sector's 
expansion? What can be done to make the small enterprises operating in the informal 
environment to be vibrant， productive， and sources of sustainable employment， 
especially for the youth? 

12.2 Definitions and the status of the informal sector 

12.2 

The informal economy denotes a diver隠宮i間f町iedset of economic activities， enterprises， and 
workers that are not隠 gulatedor protected by the state (WIEGO， 2012). The ∞ncept 
has been expanded beyond the original confines to self-employment in small 
un陪 gisteredenterprises to include wage employment and unprotected jobs. 

The informal e∞nomy is seen in several perspectives depending on the types of 
∞mpone山 thatare considered. Some components of the informal economy are 
viewed as businesses which deliberately avoid regulation and taxation， other 
∞mponents are viewed more positively as a source of livelihood for the working poor 
while still other components are viewed mo陪 dynamically as a reserve of 
entrepreneurial talent that can be harnessed to cushion the actors against crises or can 
even play a dy悶 micand transformative role in the e∞nomy (ci祖tion...). The 
emphasis in this chapter is plaωd on the options for making the informal e∞nomy play 
more effectively the role of transformation of the economy. In this context， the informal 
e∞nomy has grown over time and has even taken new forms that are complex and 
characterized by various forms of linkages to the formal economy and has been 
featuring in discussions of growth， poverty and inequality. 

The adoption of the structural adjustment programmes in Africa in the 1980s became 
associated with erosion of real wages in the formal sector and loss of jobs through 
privatization of the often oversぬ仔'edpublic enterprises. These changes came to be 
associated with the expansion of employment in the informal economy. As the public 
service shed off formal jobs and employment on public ente巾巾esshrank or shut down， 
some of the w<ロrkerswho were laid off found means of livelihood in the informal 
e∞nomy (reference??). Some of the workers who did not lose jobs but su偽 red
erosion of their real wages resorted to informal earnings activities to supplement the 
eroding formal-sector in∞mes (ref??) 

During this period some formal sector enterprises陪 sortedto informalization of the 
workforce in order to retain their competitive position. In response to global 
∞mpetition， some formal firms tended to hire most workers under informal 
arrangements or to∞ntract the production of goods and services to backyard 
e∞nomic activities in the informal e∞nomy (informal enterprises or self-employed 
producers). There is increasing re∞gnition that the informal economy is linked to the 
formal economy and ∞ntributes to the overall economy. Enterprises in the informal 
e∞nomy have increasingly been recognized as important in supporting the working 
poor and reducing pove同yand inequality. The resurgence of interest in the informal 
e∞nomy has attracted studies on the size and ∞mposition of the informal e∞nomy， 
identifying driver百 ofinformality and their implications on productivity， growth and 
quality of life. 
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80me of the informal economic activities are a response of formal firms to reduce 
labour∞拘 andincrease∞mpetitiveness through subcontracting chains or by 
avoiding ∞sts associated with organized labour and state regulation of the e∞nomy 
(such as taxes and social legislation). Other informal sector enterprises may chose to 
陪 maininformal in response to a hostile legal system and regulatory framework or may 
choose to operate informally -after weighing the costs-benefits of infom凶 ityrelative to 
formality 

Based on such charョcteristics，the informal sector comprises informal own ac∞unt 
enterprises as well as enterprises of the informal employers. The distinction between 
own a∞ount enterprises and enterprises of informal employer is based on whether or 
not the enterprises of informal employers employ workers on a continuous basis as 
∞ntrasted with the employment of employees on an oc回 sionalbasis and the 
employment of unpaid family helpers. Enterprises rendering professional or business 
services (e.g. doctor宮， teacher百， lawyers) are included in this definition if they meet the 
requirements of informal own ac∞unt enterprises or informal employers. 

12.2.2. Status， Characteristics and Significance 
12.2.2.1. Ca飽'9oriesand chal冒cteristics

The sector has diverse employment categories with majority of worker百 exposedto 
decent work叩 deficits.The employment categories in the sector range from wage 
workers to non-wage workers. Among the wage wiロrker百 areemployees of informal 
enterprises， domestic workers， casual worker冨 withoutfixed employer， industrial home 
workers， temporary and part time workers and unregistered worker百;while the non-
wage worker宮 includeemploye隠， such as owners of informal enterprises and owner 
operators of informal enterprises and the self-employed who en∞mpass heads of 
family businesses， own ac∞unt worker百 andunpaid family workers (Chen， 2007..??) 
These employment categories are nuanced with a number of workers belonging to 
more than one economic activity. 

The informal e∞nomy is not a homogeneous set of activities; the informal e∞nomyas 
a whole is more heterogeneous and complex than the sum of the components would 
suggest 

As already noted， some components of the informal e∞nomy choose -or volunteer -to 
operate informally in order to avoid registration and taxation， while others do so out of 
necessity or tradition. 80me of those informal e∞nomy entreprer鳩山富 wouldwel∞me
e汗0此sto reduce barriers to registration and related transaction costs， especi剖Iyif they 
were to receive the benefits of formalizing such as enhanced acωss to resourlωs such 
as financial， infrastructure or business premises. 80me informal wage employment is 
due to the informalization driven by employers in the formal economy wishing to avoid 
regulation and taxation initiating casualization of labour in order to avoid payroll taxes 
and employer's contributions to social security or pensions. 80metimes this behaviour 
is done through mutual consent of the employer and employees who prefer to receive 
greater take-home pay instead of incurring a wage reduction due to employer's 
∞ntribution to social security. The ∞nsent of such employees may be induced by the 
manner in which social security systems are managed and the extent of transparency 
of the terms and conditions of the social systems. 80me informal entrepreneu陪 are
obliged to work informally during economic crises or downturns in order to survive the 

190 Decent work p川a悶 include:protection of workerぜ rights;social protection; education; 
e∞nomlcsuppo仕;voice and rep陪 sentation(ILO 2002) 
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pressures of competition. In this sense， informalization of employment relations can be 
seen as a feature of contemporary economic growth and to a certain degree， a 
∞nsequence of globalization. 

Categories of informal sector entrep陪 neursinclude street vendor百 inmany African 
cities (known as the machingas in Dar es Salaam) who walk selling goods from formal 
businesses (1口問1industrial and agricultural goods (e.g. vegetables) or impo巾 of 
manufactured goods， mainly from Asia); drivers of taxis， or motorcycles working on 
∞ntract on some agreement with the owner百 orworking for themselves as owner百
(ent陪 preneurs);and providers of personal services such as barbers and cobblers. 
There are also informal enterprises such as small kiosks or stalls that sell goods of 
every conceivable kind; small workshops and garages that repair motor vehicles， 
bicycles and motorcycles; enterprises making fumiture， tanning leather and making 
garments or selling or producing goods from their homes. Some of these home-based 
workers operate on their own account， while others function on a piece-悶 tebasis for a 
∞ntractor or a firm. There is a large group of individuals who operate alone in 
temporary spaωs selling anything that has a market priω， ranging而 m magic， old 
clothing， vegetables to low quality industrial goods such as watches， radios and farm 
implements. 

The other impo由 ntfeature in the informal e∞nomy pa同icipationis the fact that some 
businesses are highly concentrated in a few types of economic activities. Table 12.1 
shows that most of the labour force pa同icipationin Tanzania is in retail trade and 
printing. This suggests limited skill spread in sectors of direct production. The other 
interpretation from the information presented in the table is that pa吋icipationis likely to 
be driven by lack of formal sector jobs or unemployment. 

In the case of Tanzania， for instance， the 2009 Diagnosis Report on the Property and 
Business Formalization Programme (MKURABITA) reported that 97% of all businesses 
in Tanzania and 86% of all urban prope此iesin Tanzania a陪 extralegal(PHDR， 
20竹 )191. The report found that the new Business Activities Registration Act (BA附 of
2007， which is supposed to facilitate registration， e'汗'ectivelyexcludes most household 
enterprises because of the prerequisite for businesses to have a fixed premise before 
being issued a license. 

12.2.2.2. Gender balance 

In terms of the gender balanω， SMEs in the informal sector environment has become 
am司oremployer of the female labor force in Tanzania. The 2008 baseline survey of 
the sector by ILO shows that the owner百hipof the informal sector enterprises is almost 
equally divided between male and females， with men owning 52% of the enterprises， 
while women own 48%. The survey further shows that about 57.4% of the total informal 
sector labor force is in male owned enterprises while 42.6% is employed by female 
owned ente巾巾es.There is a wide variation in the sectoral distribution of the informal 
sector activities， with 65% of the informal sector enterprises being in wholesale and 
retail trade. 

12.2.2.3. Employment: Nature and significance 

While the labor forωin most African economies has ∞ntinued to increase， the 
pe巾 rmanceof the economies， especially the formal has not been adequate to create 
employment for the growing labour force. This has led to the increasing importance of 

191 Poverty and Human Development Repo此.Ministry of Finance目 Dares Salaam， 2011. 
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the informal sector as a source of employment oppo山 nitiesand earnings. According 
to the ILO's World Employment Report 1998-99， "the lack of jobs in the formal sector of 
the e∞nomy as well as the lack of skills in a la唱epa同ofthe labor fonωhas resulted in 
the growth of a substantial informal sector in which most worker百 arein low-paid 
employment under unregulated and poor working conditions". Due to failure especi剖Iy
by the formal sector to create employment flロrthe growing labor force， the issue of 
employment opportunities in Africa has be∞me an imp白血ntpolicy concem. Data from 
a number of sub Saharan African ∞untries show that growth in employment 
叩 po山 nitieshas been conωntrated in the non-wage sector， with the most important 
source of growth being in the non-farm self-employment sector (Kingdon， Sandefur and 
Teal 2005). Non-farm sel宇employmenthas become the major source of employment 

The informal economy ∞mprises half to three qua同ersof the non-agricultural labour 
forωin developing ∞untries. In developing regions， self-employment comprises a 
greater share of informal employment outside of agriculture (and even more inside of 
agriculture) than wage employment. Specifically， sel下employmentrepresents 70 per 
ωnt of informal employment in sub-Saharan Afri伺∞mparedwith 62 per cent in North 
Africa， 60 per cent in Latin America and 59 per cent in Asia 

The ∞ncept of self-employment， however， is problematic and more ∞mplex that it is 
often presumed. MaUeo Rizzo and Marc Wuyts have shown that the self employed 
reflect pervasive labour markets in Africa within the informal sector， both in urban and 
rural production. They argue that much of what is defined as self-employment is in fact 
wage labour. To illustrate this point， they use a伺 sestudy on labour relations in the 
urban infonmal public transport sector of Dar es Salaam. The distinction they make_is 
often missed in officiallabour and employment statistics (Rizzo and Wuyts， 2013)192. 

The informal sector has become ir町田singlyimpo巾 ntin the Tanzanian e∞nomyas a 
source of employment and incomes. Most employment has expanded in the micro 
enterprises and household based activities. During the last two decades， the informal 
sector has seen its share in total employment rise from 16% in 1980， to 77% in 2006. 
Between 1990/91 and 2000/01， employment in the informal sector increased by 
484，201 or a growth of over 48，000 jobs annually. In ∞mparison， the estimate from the 
current survey shows that the informal sector employment increased by 816，176 during 
the five-year period 2000101-2005/06， equivalent to creation of 163，235 jobs on 
average annually (URT， 2002). 

There are a signi間関ntnumber of smaller enterprises， which do not fit into the 
∞nventional enterprise recognition in Tanzania. A∞ロrdingto the informal sector 
survey of 1991， small enterprises operating at that time in the informal sector alone 
numbered more than 1.7 million businesses， engaging about three million persons， 
accounting for about 20% of the ∞untry's labour force (URT， 2003). A recent survey of 
the manufacturing sector has shown that out of the 25，000 manufacturing ente巾nses
operating in the∞untry， 88% are microenterprises that engage 1-4 persons (60.3% 
engage 1-2 persons and 27.7% engage 3-4 persons) (NBS， 2008). By June 2008， of 
these 25，000 ente巾rises，only 5，520 (22%) were registered formally 

192 Matleo Rizzo and Marc Wuyts. The Inll知的，i1ityof Wage-Emp/oyment in Statistics on the 
Informal E，∞'nomy: Causes and Consequence. Paper p陪 sen!eda! !he REPOA Annual 
Research Workshop. REPOA Dar es Salaam， 3-4 April， 2013目
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Table 12.1: Percentage distribution of employment in the informal sector 

in Tanzania， by sex and activity 

Industry 
Maln Actlvlty s・condaryAc目叫ty
Male IFamala 片側 Mala IFama恰同也l

P… H陶2陀咽崎申ωe告mBu官ne凶制，ef咽邑&Da町 &Sma制
1.9 .5 1.3 .7 目9 .8 

2.2 .3 1.5 93.9 95目。 94.4 
Forest Services 目5 .4 目5 .2 目。 .1 

1.5 .3 1.0 4 。 2 
Mining & Quarrying 1.0 3.0 1.8 .0 目。 .0 
Grain mill Products & Food 

1.6 3.0 2.2 .0 目T .1 
Canning 
Manufacture of Wearing Apparel， 

3.0 4.5 3.6 .1 目4 .3 
Spinning， Weaving & Finishing 
Furniture making & Manufacturing 

5.6 .4 3.5 .2 目。 .1 
ロfNon-a Mineral Products 
Electricity & Water 。

ー。
。 1 。

ー。
Construction 11目6 .0 6.9 .6 目。 .3 
Retail T聞de-AgricProduc恰， Meat 21目g 18.9 20.7 .6 5 .5 
&Chicken 
Re祖iITrade-Processed food 

3.6 20.5 10.5 .1 目3 .2 
(Maandazi， Scones etc) 
Re也ilTrade-Clothing， Tex!iles & 

4.7 6.0 5.2 .2 目1 .2 
Foo!wear 
Stationery， Photロgraph& General 

21.7 14.5 18.8 4 5 .4 
Retail 
Restauran!s & Hotel 4.3 24.2 12.4 .3 目4 .3 
Transpo同&Communication 3.5 .0 2.1 .2 目。 .1 
Finance， Insurance & Business 目2 .0 .2 目。 .1 
Servi田 S

Public Administration .0 .4 目1 .2 
Non-Profit making Public 目。 .0 目。 .0 目。 .0 
Institutions 
Social & Community Services 3.0 .5 2.0 .2 目5 .3 
Edu悶 tionServi時 S 6 1.1 8 9 3 .6 
Repair of MV， Foo!wear & Other 

5.5 3.3 .1 目。 .1 
Repair Services 
Domestic Services 目。 .0 目。 .1 7 .4 
Other Personal Services 2.0 1.6 1.9 .1 目2 .1 

丁目tal 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Total in Numbe問 520，530 356，850 877，380 718，995 631，915 1，350，910 
Source: Labour Force Surveys 2006 

Labor forlωparticipation in the infonmal sector-related activities in Tanzania is not only 
significant but also increasing. The small size of the e∞nomy coupled with downsizing 
of the formal sector amid economic reforms of the 1980s pa同Iyset forth for a modest 

formal economy. This led to extraordinary expansion of the informal sector and SMEs 
related activities especially for job seekers in urban areas. Table 12.2 shows that paid 
employment has stagnated at about 10 % over the past 15 years. On the other hand， 
inf，口nmalemployment has predominated over the entire period. 
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Table 12.2: Percentage Trend of Employment in Tanzania， by Type 

Source: Labour Force Surveys 2006 

型塑旦1(ち}
8.6 
0.8 
6.6 
0.5 
83.5 
100.0 

2∞0/01(~1 
6.9 
0.9 
7.4 
3.8 
81目o
tω.。

200型堕{空白
9.0 
1.5 
10.7 
可T
74.6 
100.0 

This sector employs the largest share of the workforce， with some studies projecting its 
∞ntribution at 60% of the economy. Hence， development process of Tanzania is 
manifested in very high rates of informal sector employment， low wages and the rise of 
pa此ーtimeand temporary jobs. Ac∞rding to the ILO's World Employment Report 1998・

99， informal employment a∞ounts for 56% of employment in Tanzania. There is huge 
earnings gap between the informal and formal sectors. 

The informal sector is the second largest source of employment after small-scale 
agriculture (Ministry of Labor， 2010). The importance of the sector is fu巾 erreflected in 
the fact that about 26% of the total households in the country are engaged in some 
form of SME activity (CSAE， 2006). The sector is therefore an important source of 
livelihood for a m司orityof the country's population. 

With increasing unemployment in Tanzania， pa仕icularlyin the formal sector， a large 
propo耐onof the surplus labor in the economy is continuously joining the informal 
sector. However， despite its rising significance as a source of employment， some of its 
characteristics raise questions regarding its viability. 

(Is it possible to ∞mpare briefly the size of the informal sector in Tanzania with sizes in 
other African∞untries. The ∞m問 risoncan be in a paragraph rather than in a匂ble)

12.2.2.4. Productivity and Remuneration 

The issue of earnings and returns to labour in the sector is also important for policy in 
determining the welfare ∞ntributions of the sector. It has been argued that despite the 
proliferation of informal sector activities， many of them do not grow， they are 
characterised by small size of activities， few worker百， and working in makeshift 
structures. A significant propo凶on of those counted as employed are also 
underemployed in the informal sector. The sector is therefore increasingly operating as 
a sponge for easing open unemployment and transforming itself into an 
underemployment sector. 

The other empiri回 1work that examined the size of micro (informal) along with SMEs in 
Tanzania was the study by UNIDO and the Centre for the Study of African E∞nomies 
(CSAE) in 2003 and updated by the economics department of the university of Dar-es-
Salaam in 2010. In both surveys three firm size categories are identified: small with 
less than 30 employees， medium with employees from 31 to 99 and large with more 
than 100 employees. In principle， the informal sector is∞vered within the less than 30 
employees. The data repo同edin Table 11.3?? shows that real earnings inc陪 asewith 
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firm size. The mean real earnings in medium size firms are about 35 per cent higher 
than the mean of real eamings in small firms. The results also indicate that the mean 
陪 aleamings of worker冨 inla匂efirms a陪 75per cent higher than the mean real 
earnings of the workers in small firms. The productivity is low and rather than declining， 
the sector seems to gain momentum in employment provision，∞ntributing about 30% 
ofGDP. 

Access to labor market among other things is directly related to acωss to labor 
income.. Consequently， policies addressing labor market issues should be an important 
∞mponent of growth policies. In almost all the developing countries， the informal 
e∞nomy provides a significant perωntage of employment and earnings. This， not 
withstanding， policies relating to the sector are not well informed by research evidence 
This has meant that in some cases， policy initiatives are undertaken without due 
∞nsiderations to their employment and social implications. 

12.2.2.5. Linkages and Interactions 

Not all informal enterprises are staffed by poor entrepreneurs， nor are all wo耐 ngpoor 
engaged in the informal sector enterprises. However， there is significant overlap 
between working in the informal economy ente巾巾esand earning low incomes. Low 
in∞me earnings are more likely to be found in informal enterprises yet these may be 
an Impo吋antsource of survival. There is a hierarchy of earnings and poverty risk 
across the various segments of the informal e∞nomy. 

Although the informal economy enterprises are often associated with low productivity， 
they account for survival of many families and contribute significantly to economic 
growth in African e∞nomies. Improvement of individual earnings within enterprises in 
the informal economy and their ∞ntribution to overall growth can be improved if drivers 
of productivity in the informal e∞nomy are beUer under宮lood. This may call for a 
rethinking of the definitions and measures of productivity in the informal sector 
ente巾rises.The informal economy enterprises provide a cushion during crises to those 
who lose jobs in the formal sector. 

To understand the linkages between informal enterprises and formal firms it is 
important to consider the nature of the production system through which they are linked 
based on the allocation of authority (over the work situation and the outcome of work 
done) and economic risk between the informal and formal firm (Chen， 2007)193. The 
linkages that informal enterprises have with formal firms are commercial relationships 
but the degree to which that relationship is regulated varies from one context to another. 
Chen (2007) has categorized the various types of production systems and the 
associated commercial陪 lationshipsinto individual transactions， sub-sector networks 
and value chains as follows: 

193 

• individual transactions， whereby some informal enterprises or own ac∞unt 
operators exchange goods and services with formal firms in what might be 
characterized as open or pu隠 marketexchange; 

• sub-sectors， where many informal enterprises or own account operators 
produce and exchange goods and services with formal firms as networks of 

Marlha Alter Chen: Rethinking the Informal Economy: Linkages with the Formal 
E∞nomy and the Formal Regulatory Environment目 DESAWorking Paper No. 46. 
STIESAl2007/DWP/46. July 2007. 
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independent units involved in the production and distribution of a product or 
∞mmodity; 

• value chains， where some informal enterprises and own account operators 
produce goods within a value chain whereby the terms and conditions of 
production in value chains are determined largely by the lead firm， usually in the 
formal economy 

Existing empiri伺 1literature gives insights into the nature of employment in African 
∞untries. Kingdon， Sandefur and Teal (2005) present a classification of African 
e∞nomies as ones facing structural unemployment， high search unemployment and 
e∞nomies with high informality and low unemployment. Kenya fits in the last category 
since the measured unemployment is very low， standing at 6% of the working age 
group and employment is dominated by informal sector activities. One of the imp日比ant
aspects of the increasing informalisation of the labor force is that it has proceeded in 
pa剛 lelwith expansion in educational oppo吋unities.Given this scenario， some studies 
have questioned whether the combination of increased education opportunities and 
informalisation has benefited any category of the labor force belween men and women 
(Atieno and Teal 2007). Of impo由 n偲 isthe link belween educational attainment， 
employment and the associated retums 

12.2.2.6. The Politics of Informal Enterprises 

Some author冨 viewthe informal sector in sub-Sahara African countries as a pove同y
sector， not just in the sense of low incomes， but also because this is where the 
unemployed， unskilled worker， the landless labourer， and the migrant from the marginal 
small holdings go to survive (see e.g. Jamal and Weeks cited in Muller (2005憎 ).Other
author冨 viewthe informal sector as a place where a substantial part of operators (half 
of the households) are in fact members of the middle and upper classes， and the 
remaining are from lower classes， with both classes using the informal sector to gather 
additional income and to supplement their official income. (Lugalla， 1995 cited in Muller， 
2005).) 

The informal sector is no longer considered clandestine， stagnant or marginal. This 
change in attitude can be 副円butedto the politi伺 1dynamics of the informal economy 
(Muller， 2005). It is a source of additional income even for political actors and an 
Impo由 nt∞mponentto the national e∞nomy. Forces within the informal sector have 
proven successful in establishing social security institutions， such as savings societies 
and ∞operatives. These institutions have proven the ability of the informal sector to 
provide services the state削除dto deliver. Due to the large percentage of the 
population participating in the informal e∞nomy， this sector has altracted an array of 
political and economic interests. These inter田 tshave manifested themselves as 
political instruments often used by state actor百 inachieving certain aims. These 
different political forces present within the informal sector stem from the flexibility and 
mobility of the informal e∞nomy that enables it to respond rapidly to the changing 
market ∞nditions and customer demands as well as from the highly exploitative 
characteristic of this sector in which those with firmly es抱blishednelworks have the 
upper hand. This power has its origins in the heterogeneity of the informal sector. It is 
vital to understand the heterogeneous nature of the informal 拠 出r(Muller， 2005) 
before desgning policies to improve its performance. 

194 Metler Muller. The Poli!ical Dynamics of !he Informal Sec!or in Tanzania. 2'. Module 
Project. In!ema!ional Developmen! S!udies. Roskilde Unive悶 tyCen!re. 2005. 
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12.3. Operating and Policy Environments 

The policy debates on the informal sector ente巾riseswill do well by focusing on 
formalization of the informal e∞nomy entailing registration， taxation， organization and 
represen祖tion，legal and regulatory framework， incentives and suppo同 topromote 
productivity and productive employment. It is important to ensure that formalization 
offers the benefits and access to support services that come with being formal with a 
view to increasing productivity and income earnings in these enterprises. The benefits 
would include facilitating enforceable commercial contracts; simplification of legal 
ownership of businesses; enjoying tax b陪 aksand incentive問 ckagesto increase their 
productivity and ∞mpetitiveness and enhancing voice in policy， e.g.， through 
membership in trade associations. The main policy objectives should be to c陪 ate
more jobs， prefe悶 blydecent or formal jobs -through labour-intensive growth and to 
increase the productivity and ∞mpetitiveness of informal enterprises and their 
translation to higher incomes. Increasing the productivity of informal enterprises and 
the incomes of the informal workforce also requires changes in the wider institutional 
and policy environment. 

In short， there are two broad ways to increase the productivity of informal enterprises 
and the incomes of the working poor in the informal e∞nomy. The fir百tistosu印刷the
positive aspects of the informal sector through measures that enhance access to 
resources and markets， legal services， and rights for protection from harassment by 
agents of government. The se∞nd is to reduce risk and the cost of doing business 
through measures that address unfair competition and correct policy or institutional 
biases that work against informal enterprises 

The macroeconomic and business environments should be supportive of informal 
enterprises， including the low productivity enterprises and remove biases of existing 
policies against such informal activities as well as designing and implementing policies 
that are targeting support to the informal sector enterprises. This requires ensuring 
that macro policies create demand for the goods and services produced by informal 
enterprises and workers.丁目lentino(1995) notes that macroeconomic framework and 
policies directed at providing suppo同toMSEs development are likely to determine and 
influence the demand for their products and service. 

A biased policy framework against MSEs can， among other宮， restrict access to 
essential inputs such as sta件upand working capital， machinery and equipment， and 
raw materials (Mead and Liedholm， 1998). 

Following the implementation of liberalization policies in African ∞untries during the 
last two decades， the African business environment has witnessed various changes 
Such changes， among other宮， involve the opening of business opportunities within the 
private sector (Kristiansen， 2002b). In pursuit of these business opportunities， however， 
MSEs seem to be hindered by formal procedures and bureaucracy. Despite the 
implemen也tionof various e∞nomic adjustment programs， there is a growing shade of 
opinion that small businesses are still at a severe disadvantage (Helmsing and Kolstee， 
1993; English and He問 ult，1995; Kristiansen， 2002b). While va巾 usstudies (Levy， 
1991; Parker et al， 1995; Kristiansen， 2002b) have been conducted in the past in 
陪 lationto small business environment in Tanzania， most of them focused on 
identifying the various factors that affect the environment for MSEs. 
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The creation of an enabling environment is pa同ydependent upon a favourable overall 
policy framework， which allows the development， and promotion of enterprise and 
entrep聞 neur冨hiprespectively. The success of a policy framework in turn is dependent 
on the use of stable， well-designed policy instruments and mechanisms， and policy 
areas that combine to create an overall policy environment for MSEs. So far the 
Tanzanian government has taken a number of initiatives to en∞urage the 
establishment and growth of MSEs. First， market enlargements in Tanzania as a result 
of the liberalization pr目白sssince the late 1980s are regarded to be the main reason 
for growth of small businesses during the last decade (Trulsson， 1997; Bagachwa， 
1993). Secondly， the government has attempted to create a level playing field through 
macroe∞nomic intervention using various economic reform programs and reduction of 
discriminatory practices against MSEs. A陪 centand probably significant effort by the 
government is the formulation of the micro， small and medium ente巾risepolicy 
document 

Although the new policy document for small business development attempts to address 
a significant number of key issues， it lacks any policy or program link between 
microenterprise development programs such as support for self-employment and small 
and medium enterprises (SME) development programs， pa吋icularly one which 
promotes the graduation or growth of an enterprise from micro to small and eventually 
medium. In addition， though this document covers micro， small， and medium 
enterprises， more emphasis appea隠 tobe on SMEs than on microenterprises. Despite 
being the m司orityas data seems to suggest less weight seems to be attached to the 
role of the smaller MSEs in terms of job creation， service provision and productivity 

Existing literature also provides an overview of a variety of instruments through which 
government policy can influence MSE activity (Tolentino， 1995). They include mone祖ry
and credit policies， taxation， regulatory and ∞ntrol policies such as registration 
requirements and procedures， permits and licensing laws， trade and export policies， 
and education policy問団cularlypromoting the development of a skilled and educated 
workforce 

The enterprises operating in the informal economy need new or expanded legal 
frameworks to protect their rights and entitlements as entrepreneurs and their 
employees ， including the right to work (e.g.， have acωss vending in public spa飽 sIn 
an organized manner)， business or commercial rights， and property rights. The legal 
and regulatory framework may need to be simplified and bureaucratic procedures 
streamlined to en∞urage informal enterprises to register and extend legal property 
rights for the assets held by informal entrepreneur百 inorder to unleash their productive 
potential by enhancing their access to resources. The steps taken to bring inforrnal 
enterprises under the formal regulatory environment would increase the tax base and 
reduce unfair∞mpetition by informal enterprises. 

While it is not clear to what extent administrative and legislative burdens hinder 
business growth， Bridge et al. (1998) find it reasonable to assume that anything that 
absorbs time and resources that would otherwise be devoted to business development 
is likely to have a deleterious e背'ect.Bridge et al. also argue that it is indisputable that 
government policies have a major impact on the trading pe巾 rrnanceof small 
businesses. Policies therefore seem to be important in underpinning the development 
of entr即 時neurshipas they influence the pe巾 rmanωofMSEs in the broader 
e∞nomy. Furthermore， policies unde巾inthe formation of legislation and regulations， 
which in turn determine governments' activities (White， 1999: 21) 
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Oespite these e町'ortsmany observers find that small businesses are still at a severe 
disadvantage ∞mpetitively (Kristiansen， 2002b). Laws， regulations， multiple taxes and 
bu陪 aucracyin addition to problems in generating business ideas and picking business 
叩 po巾 nitiesare still mentioned as problematic in the ∞untry (Satta， 2003). 

There is need to reduce the cost and ∞mplex nature of the legal and regulatory 
framework for operating businesses in Tanzania. This complexity increases 
bureaucracy and promotes rent seeking behaviour百. 1 n recog n ition of the large 
propo耐onof unregistered small enterprises in Tanzania (estimated at over 90%) itis 
unlikely that the SME promotion programme will reach these enterprises (IIOS， 2010)'95. 
Yet it is re∞gnized that the small inrormal enterprises are vital for industrialization of 
Tanzania. As a result， one of the proposals of the Integrated Industrial Oevelopment 
Strategy 2025 is to establish Industrial Villages at rural cities to accommodate Micro 
and Small scale manufacturing enterprises forming industrial clusters and to grant 
formal sector identities to such enterprises upon their enrolment to Industrial Villages 
(IIOS， 2010). 

12.4. Access to Information 

The enterprise environment in Tanzania also exhibits significant gaps in information 
about the MSE sector and its potential for development. Most of the interviewed 
entrep陪 neur冨 (91%) indicated that陪 levantinformation to MSE sector development is 
not readily available. Several studies point to the impo同antrole information plays in 
small businesses' growth. Stigli包 (1989)and Kristiansen (2002a)， for example， 
∞nsider information to be one of the areas where market failures are most apparent 
and that these failures are easily regressive，∞ntinuously marginalizing micro and 
small entrepreneur百.Several recent studies also identify acωss to information as one 
of the important factors behind ent陪 P陪 neurialsuccess (Kristiansen， 2002b). Among 
the wide-ranging demands for inrormation in Tanzania a陪 abroad profile of this sector， 
including its characteristics， problems， produc恰 andservices produced; profile of 
owners， including aspects such as gender and age;∞mmunities involved in enterprise 
development; and markets in which MSEs operate. Information availability is also 
necessary for an appropriate identification and description of the providers of MSE 
development services， as well as evaluation of the performanωand impact of business 
development services. 

The gap in information seems to result from the absence in the past of any 
∞mprehensive and systematic assessment of the MSE sector dynamics. This has 
resulted into limited and unreliable availability of information with regard to the needs， 
problems， potential and opportunities to this sector. 

12.5. Organization and Voice 

Evidence suggest that activities in the informal sector are family business and 
sometimes regarded as a mean for supplementing in∞me or a survival strategy for the 
urban dwellers who cannot find jobs in the rormal sector. Having small sized 

195 IID5. Integrated Industrial 5trategy 2025. Ministry of Industry and T 悶 de.Dar es 5alaam. 
2010. 
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enterprises points to having very static organization structure where the owner might 
be the manager and the worker at the same time， labor contracts are likely to be 
implicit with no legal and labor standards，∞lIective bargaining is also hard to 
implement when there are very few employees. Finally the small sized enterprise in 
Tanzanian urban informal sector denies mo陪 advantagesof large size in the labor 
market. It is known that workers in large firms are， on average， more educated， and 
more likely to have job training than worke陪 insmall and medium firms. Productivity 
and profit are likely to be low if firm size decline. 

C陪 atinga business environment that is marred by unω陶 intyis a disincentive for 
investing in se出ngup and developing enterprises that can graduate into the larger and 
more formally organized enterprises that can benefit from policy suppo吋悶therthan be 
forced to remain small and informal to avoid detection by the government. 

To achieve inclusive growth， a more conducive environment is needed for micro， small 
and medium ente巾risesto enable them to raise their productivity and productive 
employment. As the m自Ijorityof these manufacturing enterprises in Tanzania are 
operating informally in the regions， Local Government Authorities need to take into 
a∞ount and provide support to these enterprises 

The forrnalization of these enterprises may contribute significantly to the transformation 
ofthe e∞nomy， if complemen匂ryinitiatives are undertaken along with formalization. 

Parallel to information gaps， few re∞gnised national or regional business associations 
that can represent the MSE sector exist (URT， 2003). Among other problems， the 
absence of these organisations makes it difficult to obtain a collective general opinion 
from the MSE sector on the policy environment and what should eventually be done to 
facilitate enterprise growth. 

12.6. Access to Education and Training 

Education is a strong deterrninant of good employment over a lifetime youth 
unemployment remains high on account of a lack of job offers and skills mismatches 
between what education provides and what employers need (African E∞nomic 
Outlook， 2012)惜. To overcome skills mismatches， education systems must become 
more ∞mprehensive and linked to labour market needs， especially the practical skills 
that small firms or self-employment require. In most of Africa youth are aiming for wage 
employment in a large formal sector firrn， but most will end up in the informal sector 
Vocational and technical training systems are an important tool especi剖Iywhen done 
In∞operation with firms (African Economic Outlook， 2012). This is the challenge that 
will need to be addressed. 

12.6.1. Level of Education 

Findings from the integ悶 tedlabor force survey of Tanzania suggest that primary 
education is the dominant level of education among the self-employed in the inforrnal 
sector for both main and se∞ndary activities (see Table 12.3). This is a similar 
situation in the SMEs 8ased on the standard definition， operators who have completed 

196 African E∞nomic Outlook 2012. Promoting Youth Employment目 ADB，AECD， UNDP 
and UNECA. 2012. 
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primary school constitute 64 percent in the main activities and 53 percent in the 
secondary activities， while those who have not ∞mpleted primary education comprise 
16 percent and 21 percent陪 spectively.When the National definition is used， the same 
pattem is observed. In relative terms， it can be seen that the percentage of males and 
females with primary education is nearly the same in the main activities 65 percent; 
while in secondary activities the percentage of females with primary education is lower 
49 percent against 57 percent. A significant percen也geof females in the se∞ndary 
activities， about 30 percent have never gone to school. 

Table 12.3: Percentage distribution of self-employed persons in the 

informal sector by education level 

Educa目。nallev，・l
Maln Actlvlty Secondary Actl叫ty
Male IF・male 庁o旬l Male IF・male 庁。也l

None B目。 14.2 11.0 14.9 30.4 22.2 
ト一一

Primary not complete 16.9 14.5 15.7 23.6 18.7 21.3 
Primary∞mplete 65.1 63.2 64.2 56.8 48.7 53.0 

卜一一

Secondary+ 10.0 8.1 9.1 4.7 2.2 3.5 
トー

Total 100目。 100目。 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Total 679，743 623，776 1，303，519 671，248 603，943 1，275，191 
Source: Labour Force Surveys 2006 

12.6.2. Skills Structures and Gaps 

Regarding the human resources availabilily and skills gaps are found in areas related 
to commercial agricultu陪 andhorticulture to se同ethe fast growing tourist industry. The 
skills that are in short supply include basic design skills， e.g.， for drawing human figures， 
dressmaking， slumping glass， cutting and sewing cloth and hospitalily skills. 

Many other skill gaps have been identified by SMEs， such as lack of planning， writing 
and communication skills in business context. Other essential skills include book 
keeping， and project appraisals. Within this area， stakeholders have suggested the 
need for increased training in computer skills， book keeping and recording， office 
technology and ∞mputer skills， including usage of intemet and web designs 

12.6.3. Apprenticeship 

Formal and informal job training， learning by doing acquired through work experience， 
on the job training and job tenure are among different fonms of skill formation that exist 
in Tanzania for infonmal as well as SMEs. 

At firm level there is apprentiωship that is undertaken in two ways. The first way is 
through an agreement between training providers and employers whereby after 
attending training a t悶 ineespends the last one or two years of training as an 
apprentice. The second form of apprentiωship is through a system whereby school 
leavers pay∞mpanies to leam from master craft pe隠 onsor technicians. This form of 
apprenticeship isundertaken in private firms (VETA， 1997). 

12.6.4. Training Courses 

Job training attended 印 刷dethe firm is another sounωof job-related training among 
workers in the Tanzanian infonmal and SMEs enterprises. Small Industries 
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Organization (8100) is one ofthe m司ロrproviders of this form of training. 8100 provide 
special courses for supervisors and managerial personnel in order to expose them to 
new skills such as financial management， planning and ∞st ac∞unting. The 
organization has 15 Training centers where entrepreneur百 aretrained in speci官c
production fields. These center宮 also0汗'ertraining in basic industrial skills such as 
machine shop， electrical or foundry practice; or training in trades， such as ca巾entry，
fitting， turning or sheet-metal work. The confederation of Tanzania Industries (CTI) and 
Tanzania Chambers of Commerce also support job training for their members. 

The new Vocational and Training Act of 1994 for instance aims at facilitating the 
development of a flexible and a multi skilled training system that is capable of meeting 
the skills demands for worker宮 withdiffer官nteducational backgrounds， including post 
secondary school graduates. 

12.6.5. Entrepreneurial Skills 

A number of studies in devel叩 ingcountries also pl呂田 theacquisition of professional 
business skills among the necessary conditions for entrep陪 neurialsuccess (Nafukho， 
1998). In Tanzania， however， it appea隠 thatno deliberate measures have so far been 
taken to promote entrepreneurial skills and competencies in training institutions 
Currently only few institutions O'汗'ershort-term programs. 

The ente巾同seculture in Tanzania is still linked to a defunct system that lasted for 20 
yea隠 inwhich enterprise culture was suppressed in favour of building a socialist 
society. Thus， most enterprises remain at the micro/inforrnal level and very few 
graduate into medium sized and large businesses. Ouring that past era， the education 
system was not designed to inculcate entrepreneurial knowledge， skills and 
preferences. In recent years， however， there has been a proliferation of higher learning 
and technical training institutions. However，∞urses have largely focused on 
“employability" in large public or private ente巾巾es，not on self-employment or 
employment in small enterprises. In recent years， however， the Vocational Education 
and Training Authority (VETA) has changed its curricula to include some aspects of 
entrep陪 neur冨hipto prepare its students， but most graduates from technical institutions 
remain unemployed. 80me higher learning institutions are also including training and 
mentoring in their entrepreneur百hipcurricula. The Unive陪 ityof Oar es 8alaam has 
formerly introduced a policy for entrepreneur百hip development as well as an 
Entrepreneurship Centre. However， institutional 回 pacityis still limited and few youth 
are reached through these programmes. More aggressive initiatives in this area are 
needed to build an entrepreneurial culture in the country. 

A sc叩 ingstudy of entrepreneurial education and training in Tanzania has found that 
the formal curriculum in the education system is rapidly evolving with an increasing 
number of institutions running courses and programmes in this area (IMEO， 2012)19T. 
However， it was also found that most of the educational institutions are integrating 
entrepreneu陪hipin their curricula without sufficient clarity of the rationale， objectives， 
means and resources. The study found that informal curricula are diver宮eand ∞urses 
o汗'eredin the market present an oppo此unityto build on their established positions. 
However， they face the challenge of insufficient number of competent and experienced 
trainers It is suggested that a national strategy for entrepreneur百hipeducation and 
skills development be developed 

197 IMED. Scoping Study for Entrepreneurial Curricula in Formal and Informal Education in 
Tanzania. A study flロrthe ILO Dar es Salaam. March 2012. 
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12.7. Access to Capital and Other Financial Services 

12.7.1. Special Funds 

The government initiated funds that have been directed to informal sector activities 
include the Women Fund eslablished in 1993/94 with the aim of providing smallloans 
with soft ∞nditions and the Youth Development Fund es匂blishedin 1993/94 with the 
aim of providing smallloans with soft conditions to the youth for developmenlal projects 
A loan guarantee Fund for Export trade eslablished in 200212003 with the aim of 
guaranteeing banks to give loans to farmers， bussinessmen and ∞operative societies 
which exported∞mmodities. A Fund to guarantee banks for improving loan provision 
for small and medium sized projects was eslablished in 2005/06 under the Bank of 
Tanzania. A Fund for agricultural inputs was established in 1994 with the aim of giving 
loans with softer∞nditions for the impo巾 rsand distributors of agricultural inpu恰 to
individual farmers， groups and all other activities in simplifying the availability and 
distribution of agricultural inpu恰;and A Fund to support small entrepreneurs was 
established in 2000 with the objective of supporting Tanzanians in the villages obtain 
capital with softer conditions through financial institutions and building the capacity of 
entrepreneurs who have received loans. Many other initiatives also exist， but many of 
them in small scale， uncoordinated， and focus mainly on finance. Promoting the 
informal sector， and specificaly with intent to acheive an orderly growth of small and 
medium enterprises， a more integrated approach is needed. Elements of such an 
approach are outlined below. 

12.7.2. Access to Financial Services 

Access to finance has and continues to be a barrier for small enterprises.丁目 Increase
access to finanω， the Government of Tanzania since the early 1990s has implemented 
a series of reforms that have liberalized the banking sector and reduωd the dominant 
role of the slate. However， micro and small business sector remains substantially 
under-served by banks. According to the FinScope Survey (2009)， the number of 
people holding bank a∞ounts is low (8.3% of rural dwellers and 22.1% of urban 
residents). Only 20% of those running their own business and about 18% of people in 
informal employment have bank ac∞unts. As a ∞nsequence， most informal sector 
enterprises finance their activities using their own funds， loans from friends and family， 
money lenders， relatives， or rotating savings and credit groups. The Household 
Enterprises Survey (2011) finds that household enterprises are even more vulnerable 
because they are largely left out of the financial sector either as savers or borrowers. 
Despite rapid growth of credit lending， the propo吋ionof HEs with access to financial 
services is dismally low. In 2006， only 6% of household ente巾risesreported having 
received credit from banks (World Bank， 2011 )198. 

Major∞nstraints to acωss to finance by MSMEs arise from their limited managerial 
capacity demonstrated by a lack of planning， ac∞unting and repo凶ngsystems; 
regulatory framework， lack of appropriate identification systems for prospective 
borrowers and weaknesses in the banking system in servicing SMEs (PHDR， 2011). 

198 World Bank. (2011 b)目 Thehousehold enterprise sector in Tanzania: Why it matters and 
who cares? Policy Research WロrkingPaper 5882目 WorldBank， Africa R，句旧n，Poverty 
Reduc!ion and E∞nomic Management Unit， November 2011 
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12.8. Access to Infrastructure 

Hallbe匂 (2000:9)for example， argues that a well-developed physical infrastructure that 
includes reliable transpo由 tion，warehousing and port facilities， and ∞mmunications 
networks has an influenωon MSEs development 

For many agricultural producer百andrural based enterprises， the most pressing 
infrastructure issue is availability of roads. The network of trunk roads is of strategic 
importance for the ∞untry as it enables market linkages with neighbouring landlocked 
∞untries and to ∞nnect produ随時 inrural areas with urban centres， thereby reducing 
the time and ∞st of transporting agricultural products to markets and facilitating the 
flow of agricultural inputs and industrial goods to rural∞nsumers. 

The railways and po同sare also important in exploiting new opportunities for agricultural 
and resource production in regional and intemational markets， for tourism and for 
servicing landlロckedstates. Energy shortage is another acute problem for enterprises 
Although endowed with diverse energy sources， including natural gas， hydropower， 
∞al， wind power and solar power， Tanzania's energy sour，ωs are largely untapped 
The main source of energy in Tanzania is still biomass (fuel-wood and charcoal) which 
accounts for about 85.5% of total energy consumption. The relatively high cost for 
businesses associated with maintaining a陪 liablesupply of electricity via use of private 
generators during blackouts pu恰 pressureon Tanzanian firms to increase product 
prices to陪∞upthese ∞sts， the陪bybe∞mingless∞mpetitive against similar 
products from官rmsin other countries. This area needs urgent attention. Many micro 
and small enterprises cannot afford altemative generation of power and must suspend 
their operations when power is not available. 

Access to technology by informal sector firms is limited. A study of informal e∞nomy 
enterprises in Tanzania (Mtwara and Lindi) found that most of them produced goods of 
low financial value， utilized low technology and realised low value addition (ILO， 
20竹 )1勾 However，there are some useful lessons to be leamt from a ∞mparative 
study across ∞untries. The technological dynamism of small-scale enterprises in 
ωrtain industries in developed ∞untries suggests that such potential can hamessed. 
This can be reinforced by the potential of the technological and market access of 
clustering and the economies of agglomeration. 

The ICT systems in Tanzania are still inadequate to meet domestic business demand. 
Basic ICT infl悶 structureis limited and fragmented. Connections to high-speed and 
cheap networks are currently limited to urban areas and a few semi-urban ∞mmunities. 
ICT investments need to be scaled up to provide efficient supp口同 tosmall enterprises 
in both urban and叩 ralareas. 

Many informal sector enterprises operate in premises which are informal and are 
subjected to uncertainty and are under threat of removal at short notice. In the case of 
Tanzania， recent studies， including the 2011 Household Enterprises (HE) Survey found 
that MSMEs in urban areas (where most businesses are ∞ncentrated) experience 

199 ILO. Informal Economy Enlerprises in Mtwara and Lindi: SlalusロfKey E∞nomic and 
Business Issues in Soulhern Tanzania. ILO and Uniled Nalions Tanzania Delivering as 
One. Dar es Salaam. 2011. 
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difficulties in a∞essing plots for constructing business premises due to bureaucracy， 
∞rruption and the very limited number of surveyed plots (PHOR， 2011). Therefore， 
most businesses in the informal sector operate along the streets whe隠 theywork 
under poor working conditions and where they face potential loss of livelihood due to 
eviction or harassment by authorities. Local govemment authorities， who are supposed 
to plan business premises for them， often subject business operators to forceful 
eviction， seizure of goods， and I or demolition of their temporary business structures for 
business operations， claiming that they are enforcing existing regulations. This problem 
of uncertainty， in turn， makes it hard for these enterprises to access credit， since few 
lenders will extend credit to a business that has no fixed premises or address. 
Furthermore， the insecurity that these operator百 faωtendsto undermine their 
motivation to expand their businesses. Some informal sector entrepreneurs have now 
resorted to using mobile structures. 

The market for business development services is limited and market failure precludes 
access of informal sector enterprises to the 80S market. Oeficiency of institutional 
関 pacityand orientation throughout the public service limits the role of government in 
stimulating the growth of the 80S market. Local government uni恰 dealingwith 
MSMEs for example see their roles as that of controlling and policing (PHOR， 2011) 
Some private business development service provide陪 arealso ope悶 tingin Tanzania 
but most small enterprises cannot a汗'ordtheir services. Concerted e背'ortsare needed 
on this front. 

12.9. Conclusion 

The main goal should be to transform informal enterprises in such a way as to promote 
their capacity to grow， create productive employment and increase their productivity 
and ∞mpetitiveness while promoting their回 pacityto generate higher incomes for the 
operators in the sector. What the informal e∞nomy needs is a set of interventions that 
伺 nintroduce a level playing field and promote more equitable linkages belween the 
Informal and formal economies while balancing the relative costs and benefits of 
working formally and informally (Chen， 2007). The陪 gulatoryframework is expected to 
promote socially responsible∞巾oratepractices and for organizations of informal 
ente巾risesin policy making. Formalization of enterprises should be associated with 
simplification of licensing and registration while extending incentives to these 
enterprises， encouraging enforceable commercial contracts; legal owner百hipof their 
place of business and means of production; and incentive packages to ir町田setheir 
productivity and competitiveness. 

The policy conclusion is that a range of interventions need to be examined and 
implemented to reduce the cost of doing business in the informal sector enterprises 
and to introduce policy interventions that are tailored and targeted to meet the specific 
∞nstraints， needs and risks of inrormal sector enterprises and the entrepreneurs and 
workers in those enterprises. It is necessary to revisit e∞nomic and social policies in 
terms of their impact on the informal e∞nomy enterprises and put in place 
mechanisms to monitor the impacts， both positive and negative， of different policies on 
different categories of the informal enterprises. Most importantly， interventions should 
target strengthening organizations of informal ente巾rises and promoting the 
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represen祖tionof these organizations in rule-setting and policy-making processes in a 
sustainable manner. 
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Chapter 13 Growth and Employment 

Benno J. Ndulu and Wilfred E. Mbowe， Bank of Tanzania 

13.1 Introduction 

，、 fricais home to the youngest population and the fastest growing labour force in 
aー孟 theworld. The region has 200 million people aged between 15 and 24 (ILO， ，、2011a) and a labour force of 340 million out of a total population of about 854 

million (World Bank， 2012). Over the next decade， out of the 400 million people 
to be added to the labour for'偲 globally，about 11 perωnt will likely be from Africa. By 
2040 Afri回 'slabour force is projected to reach 1.1 billion overtaking that of China or 
India (UNECA and AUC， 2012a). On the other hand， at 8.2 percent in 2011 
unemployment rate in the Sub-Saharan Africa was 37 percent higher than the w<ロrld
average of 6.0 per cent; although significantly less than the very high unemployment 
rate of 10.9 per cent in North Africa during the same year. The unemployment rates are 
pa吋icularlyhigh among the youth， at 12.8 percent in the Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) and 
27 percent in North Africa in 2011 (see Table 13.1). Unemployment rates are also high 
among females (8.8 per cent) than among males (7.7 per cent) in SSA. Sub-Saharan 
Afri回， North Africa and Middle East together would need to create at least 15 million 
new jobs every year to prevent unemployment rates from rising further. These 
developments pose serious policy concerns because although labour force 
pa吋icipationrates are generally high across the continent， pa耐cularlyin Sub-Saharan 
A骨ica，unemployment rates are still unacceptably high and a large number of employed 
people cannot lift their families out of poverty. 

Over the last decade unemployment rates in SSA declined from 9.2 percent in 2000 to 
8.2 percent in 2011 (ILO， 2012). Likewise in North Africa overall unemployment悶 te
declined from 13.6 per，ωnt in 2000 to 10.9 per cent in 2011. Over this decade， growth 
rose significantly in SSA and North Africa and was largely resilient to shocks from the 
global financial crisis. This might have helped to reduce unemployment marginally but 
not adequately as unemployment rates remain unacceptably high 

This chapter discusses the growth-employment relationship in Africa， with a greater 
emphasis on SSA， over the last decade. We draw significantly from data and analysis 
from three studies， inter alia， UNECA (2010); AfDB (2012) and ILO (2012) which study 
in great deal the problems of unemployment and underemployment in Africa and other 
regions. We give an account of the unemployment problem in Africa and propose 
st悶ltegiesthat the countries can pu隠 ueto reduce the p 

After the introduction， the chapter is organized as follows: section 13.2 discusses 
unemployment as a challenge to African economies in which we assess the magnitude 
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and structure of unemployment. This is followed in section 13.3 by an assessment of 
the relationship between e∞nomic growth and unemployment in Africa and factors 
behind the observed trend. Section 13.4 discusses strategies for 陪 ducing
unemployment， followed in section 13.5 by a proposal of the ways Africa-Asia 
Partnership can be used to抱ckleAfrica's unemployment. Section 13.6∞ncludes. 

13.2 Magnitude and Structure of Unemployment 

Unemployment is a major problem in Africa. During the period 2005・2010
unemployment rate in Africa (Sub-Saharan Africa and North Africa) was around 9.2 per 
cent well above the world's average rate of 5.9 per cent (Table 13.1). During the period， 
youth unemployment rate was 12.8 per cent， twice the 6.5 per cent for adults. Analysis 
of unemployment rates between No同hAfrica and Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) indicates 
that unemployment is more severe among North African youth and females than those 
in SSA. In the period 2005・2010，about 24.3 per cent of youth and 17.1 per cent of 
females in North Africa were unemployed. In SSA， unemployment rates were 12.8 per 
ωnt for youth and 8.8 per cent for females， surprisingly， comparing favorably with the 
world's average unemployment rates of 12.4 per cent for youth and 6.2 perωnt for 
females. Due to the global economic and tinancial crises， in No巾 Africa，
unemployment rates for women and youth are estimated to have increased from 16.2 
perωnt and 23.0 per cent in 2010 to 19.0 per cent and 27.1 per cent in 2011 
respectively 

Table 13.1 Unemployment rates in SSA and North Africa (%) 

2冊。 2005 2006 2007 Z田 8 I 2田 9 2010 2011p 

Totol 

Wcrld 6.3 6.21 5.8 5.5 5.61 6.21 6.1 6.0 

55A 9.2 8.3 8.2 8.1 8.1 8.2 8.2 8.2 
No仕hAfrica 13.6 11.51 10.5 10.1 9.61 9.61 9.6 10.9 
品幅「酎

55A 8.5 7.81 7.7 7.6 7.61 7.71 7.7 7.7 
No同hAfrlca 11.5 9.01 8.2 8.1 7.51 7.31 7.4 8.2 

~øks 

55A 10.0 9.0 8.9 8.8 8.8 8.7 8.7 8.8 

North Afrlca 20.8 19.6 18.0 16.1 16.0 16.5 16.4 19.0 

Y..劫

55A 14.2 12.91 12.8 12.8 12.81 12.91 12.8 12.8 

No同hAfrlca 28.8 27.21 25.2 23.8 23.01 23.61 23.0 27.1 

Adults 

55A 7.3 6.6 6.5 6.4 6.4 6.4 6.5 6.5 

N。陀hAfrl回 8.7 6.5 6.2 6.2 6.0 6.0 6.3 7.0 

Source: ILO， Global Employment Trends 2012 

Note: p=Preliminary estimates 

The declining unemployment t陪 ndin SSA suggests that the sub-隠 gionis c陪 ating
jobs at a faster rate than the growth of i恰 labourforce. However， African countries with 
low unemployment rates tend to have large informal sectors and mask a la叩erproblem
of underemployment. The informal sector pays low wages， provides li世leincentives for 
skills development and job security. This situation creates a class commonly known as 
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Ihe "working POOr" i.e. employed individuals whose living s回ndards倫11below a basic 
needs Ihreshold (UNECA， 2005). 1I is eslima也dIhal over 75 p町田nlof Ihe labour 
force in Afri岨 isemployed in Ihe low-produclivily informal seclor (UNECA， 2010). Page 
(2013) indicales Ihal wi由 Ihe回目ptionsof Botswana， Nigeria and Soulh Africaー-the
∞unlries wilh very high youlh unemployment rales-ーlessthan one-fifth of Afri国 n
young workers find wage employment. Over 70 per cenl of youlh in Ihe Republic of Ihe 
Congo， Ihe Democ悶 licRepublic of Ihe Congo， Elhiopia， Ghana， Malawi， Mali， Rwanda， 
Senegal and Uganda a陪 eilherself-employed or∞nl巾 uling10 fa剛 Iywork刈so，
Afl両国's抱S抱slgrowing e∞nomies which include Elhiopia， Rwanda， Tanzania and 
Uganda， have Ihe lowesl employmenl inlensily of Ihe growth in Ihe regions (AfDB， 
2012). This suggests Ihal Ihe effects of unemploymenl in SSA may be fell way beyond 
what figu陪 sportray， mainly due to the prevalence of less produclive and low-value 
informal aclivities200

• This point回 nbe appreciated when we analyse the岨 pacilyof 
Ihe e∞nomy to creale jobs， Ihe shares of working p∞r and vulr時間bleemploymenl， as 
well as poverty indi回 lors.

The sha陪 ofIhe working p∞r 10 lotal employmenl in SSA， has been declining over Ihe 
laslde回 de(from 54.8 per cenl in 2000 10 38.1 per時 nlin 2011)， bul il is slill very high 
when ∞mpa陪 d10 Ihe world's averョgesha開 of14.8 P町田nlin 2011 (Figu陪 13.1)
Likewise， in SSA vulnerable employmenl defined as Ihe sum of own accounl work and 
unpaid fa川Iywork slood al 76目6p町田nlof Ihe employed in 2011， being 30.4 per 
国 nlagepoin也 abovethe world's averョgeof 56.2 per国 nl(ILO， 2012). In North Afri岨，

bolh vulnerable employmenl and working poor shares are問 lalivelylow ∞mpared 10 
Iheir∞unlerparts in SSA be回 useof Iheir more diversified sour.田 sof employmenl 
(Figu陪 13.2).A high inciden冊。fvulnerable employmenl in Africa is often associaled 
wilh a large s岡市 ofworke陪 inagricullu陪 whichin mosl cases is for subsislence (ILO， 
2012)ー

Figure 13.1 Shares of vulnarabla amploymant and working poor in Africa 

Vuln ，， ~a ble emplomenl share (%) Work.ngpoorshare (%) 

54.8 
oo Il'! ~ 

43.4 

39_1 38.1 

26.4 

2醐 2∞，師四，田8 2009 2010 2011p ，~ '00' 2010 2011p 

問。，，.・陶市̂"日 ・'""抽.，.nAfri日 .Wodd ・日Africa • Sub-s...h.，.n Afri団

Sou~四: ILO， Global Employmenl Trends 2012 

The majorily of Ihe populalion in SSA陪 employedin Ihe agricullure seclor， followed by 
servi国 sand induslry. Agricullure provides employmenl for aboul 62 per cenl of 
employ，凶 people，whereas indusl叩 providesaboul 8.5 per cenl of Ihe employmenl 
(Figu陪 13.2).The majorily of Ihe employed people in Ihe agricullural seclor a陪 d副Iy

2凹
UNECA (2010)回国that也e_甲同ment.出回白血 notrc盟国血阻位'"of凶o~undoru組国語皿 mA剖ca， sIn皿也町

do.叫."白血月plc，rcfl醐曲岡田god，皿""'四nploy岨，岨d.醐 D皿且.yoe血四甲1可咽w<>池田
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income eamers， small-scale farmer百 andsometimes un問 idfamily workers. The high 
exposure of the agricultural sector to natural incidents such as drought and other 
environmental changes inc陪 asesthe vulnerability of employees in this sector. Due to 
high unemployment rates for women and youth， at the times of economic crises and 
unfavorable weather， these two groups of the society together with their dependents 
who in most cases include disabled and the elderly are most a仔'ectedin Africa. 

Figure 13.2 Sectoral employment shares in SSA and North Africa (%) 

白nploymentshares by sector in SSA 2

・
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Source: ILO， Global Employment Trends 2012 

Note: p=Preliminary estimates 

Accor廿ing to UNECA (2010)， women worker宮 dominate the informal sector， 
∞ncentrated in activities such as unpaid agricultural wiロrk，food processing， st陪 et
vending， petty cross-border trading， marketing of processed and semi-processed 
agricultural products and household domestic duties. Only a small percentage of 
women work in the formal sector. Women's share in wage employment in the non-
agricultural sector varies from 28.2 per cent in Morocco to 43.1 per ωnt in South Africa 
(UNECA， 2010). As a reflection of a relatively low women participation rate in formal 
employment， the employment-to・populationratios for men and women，陪portedin 
Table 3.2， show that 岡山ipationrate is higher for men than women. In North Afr悶，

although women's pa附cipationrate has been rising gently， it is 30.4 percentage points 
lower than the world's average rate of 48.4 per cent. Women's unemployment 
problems arise from a variety of factors including cultural prejudices， educational 
discrepancies between males and females， and a lack of marketable skills. 

High unemployment rates are not limited to“unskilled and uneducated" workers alone. 
During the period 2005-2006， unemployment rate among secondary school leavers in 
Africa was 27 per cent and that among university graduates was 11 per cent (ILO， 
2008). Wage and salaried workers a∞:ount for 48.3 per cent of all employment at the 
global level， but this proportion is as low as 22.9 per cent in Sub-Saharan Africa (ILO， 
2012). In addition， even if paid work can be found， the risk of low-wage employment is 
substantially higher for young worker百 bothin developed and developing economies 
(Grimshaw， 2011). This is pa同ydue to the fact that entry-Ievel jobs are more likely to 
be low-paid， reflecting limited experience of young wor随時 (ILO，2012). 
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Unemployment is increasingly becoming a major challenge in the urban areas， given 
very fast migration from rural areas into urban centres. About one third of African 
population now lives in urban areas and it is expected that about half of the population 
will be in urban areas by 2020. Rapid urbanization， largely driven by youth migration， 
leads to higher work force densities that 0汗'eropportunities for the development of 
clusters if the potential can be exploited. Urbanization also benefits the rural economy 
through higher demand for agricultural products. This opportunity should be exploited 
effectively taking note of the fact that lack of demand for labour is the key factor 
constraining promotion of employment in Africa. The African Economic Outlook 
Country Expe同ssurvey of 2012， suggests that lack of demand for labour is the biggest 
obstacle to youth employment in African labour markets， while supply factors follow in 
impo同ance(Figure 13.3). 

Table 13.2 Employment-to-population ratios in SSA and North Africa (%) 

2000 1 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 1 2011p 

Totol 

World 61.2 61.1 61.2 61.2 

SSA 63.3 64.1 64.2 64.4 

North Africa 41.81 43.21 43.21 43.8 

Males 

World 73.8 73.4 73.4 73.6 

SSA 70.4 70.0 70.1 70.3 

North Africa 66.3 68.4 68.1 68.1 

Females 

World 48.6 48.9 48.9 48.9 

SSA 56.4 58.3 58.5 58.6 

North Africa 17.5 18.2 18.6 19.8 

Source: ILO， Global Employment Trends 2012 
Note: p=Preliminary estimates 

61.0 60.3 60.2 60.3 

64.5 64.5 64.4 64.5 

44.1 44.11 44.21 43.6 

73.4 72.6 72.6 72.7 

70.4 70.3 70.2 70.4 

68.6 68.7 68.6 68.0 

48.6 48.1 47.8 47.9 

58.8 58.8 58.7 58.8 

19.9 19.8 20.0 19.6 

Figure 13.3 Challenges faced by African youth in the labour market 

Aggregate Skills Labour market Attitudes of Labour market 
labour mismatches information employers and regulation 

demand youth 

Source: African Economic Outlook Country Experts Survey 2012 
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Africans should worry about unaccep也blyhigh unemployment because it makes it 
difficult to reduce pove町 ratesand also it reduces the paωof economic growth as 
impo巾 ntresounωs remain idle and are not put to work to tap their potential. 
Additionally， high unemployment reduces incentives and the ability to invest in human 
capital and leads to skill loss， and increases poverty and income inequality. High 
unemployment especially among young people together with its negative e汗'ectson 
real in∞me may pose a serious threat to social stability. Furthenmore， high 
unemployment may force households to adopt ∞ping strategies， such as reducing the 
∞nsumption of high-protein foods and micronutrients， which increase malnutrition and 
hunger and give rise to adverse effects on both health and education. Such impacts on 
health and education are likely to amplify other coping strategies， including the 
temptation for pa時 ntsto encourage children to pa耐cipatein in∞me-generating 
activities to compensate for income loss. 

With very high proportion of the pe叩 leliving on less than a dollar a day in the infonmal 
sector， the costs of inadequate employment are high as it tends to worsen the situation 
Guanω110 et al.(2007) conclude that long spells of unemployment or unde隠 mployment
in informal work can permanently impair future productive potential and therefore 
employment opportunities. For the few that manage to obtain a formal sector job， which 
o汗'ersincreasing wages， initial unemployment can have significant negative e汗'ectson 
lifetime earnings (OECD， 2010). Risks to stability are also eminent in fragile states due 
to the lack of adequate employment. Grievances among the young are most likely to be 
expressed violently if non-violent political channels are not adequate or responsive， 
and if they then occur they impair growth. Collier et al. (2003) argue that a ∞nflict in 
one country is likely to reduce the annual rate of growth in a neighbouring country by 
an estimated 0.5 percentage points. Thus， without urgent action to modernize their 
e∞nomies， African ∞untries risk wasting the tremendous potential 0汗'eredby their 
youth. Maximizing the impact of a stronger private sector and economic growth on 
youth employment requires focused policies and strategies based on a sound 
understanding of the issues that the young face not only in finding decent employment 
oppo同unitiesbut also holding on to. 

13.3 Growth Without Jobs 

13.3.1 The Disconnect Between Growth and Employment 

Africa has continued to experienωhigh unemployment悶 tes，despite the impressive 
e∞nomic growth re∞rded in the last decade. Specifically， real gross domestic product 
(GDP) grew by an average of 5.6 per cent between 2002 to 2008， making Africa the 
second-fastest growing continent in the world a世.erAsia (UNECA and AUC， 2012b) 
The region was also quick to re∞ver from the global recession following the financial 
crisis of 2008. Sub-Saharan African economies grew at 5.3 and 5.1 percent during 
2010 and 2011， respectively， having re∞vered from the low 2.8 percent growth in 2009 
The key drivers of this impressive growth include higher accumulation， mainly physical 
図 pitaland labour forlωgrowth as well as productivity growth (Ndulu et al 2007) 
Increased accumulation was made possible by various factors including increased 
∞mmodity prices; foreign direct investment (FDI); debt forgiveness; increased aid; 
enhanced access to intemational finance and 陪 mittances; stable and betler 
management of the macroeconomic environment; and a stable polit応aland institutional 
environment within which to do business (UNECA and AUC， 2010). of cou陪 e，
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because of the heterogeneity of African economies， the relative imp白血nceof various 
growth drivers di臨時 acrosscountries， and this， may explain the observed growth and 
unemployment differences across countries. 

Furthermore， the high growth and macroeconomic stability dividend (including fisω| 
space and build up of reserves) enabled the ∞ntinent to be resilient to the recent 
global economic and financial crises. SSA's economic growth fell to 2.8 per cent in 
2009， below 5.6 perωnt re∞rded in 2008 but was well above the world's growth rate 
of・0.7perωnt in 2009 (Figure 13.4). The growth of the economy in No巾 Africa
slowed to 3.5 per cent in 2009 and inc陪 asedto 4.4 per cent in 2010， before 
decreasing to 1.9 per cent in 2011， mainly due to political unrest in North Africa and the 
e∞nomic slump in the developed e∞nomies. The intensity and persistence of the 
social and polit悶 Iturmoil in No巾 Africaprompted回 pitalflight and decline in private 
investment (UNECA and AUC， 2012b). Growth across the ∞ntinent is expected to 
accelerate to 4.5 per cent in 2012 and 4.8 perωnt in 2013， mainly at the back of the 
recovery of North African e∞nomies， sustained improvement in other regions and 
stable expo吋priωs(AのBet al. 2012). The growth projections for Sub-Saharan Africa 
for 2012 and 2013 are 5.0 per cent and 5.1 per cent respectively (IMF， WEO 2012) 

Figure 13.4 Real GDP growth in SSA and North Africa (%) 

... 
止、.

-・NorthA企ica・・Sub-Sahar阻 A企ica ・+ーWorld

Source: ILO， Global Employment Trends， 2012 
Note: p=Preliminary estimates 

Although job growth was strong during the de伺 depreωding the global e∞nomic crisis， 
it was nowhere near enough to absorb rapidly the growing labour force. As an 
iIIustration， throughout the last de伺 deof ∞mmodity-driven growth， SSA∞untries 
reduced unemployment by merely 0.8 per cent and paid employment was only 20 
percent in most ∞untries (UNECA and AUC， 2010). ILO (2011b) estimates that during 
the period 2000 to 2007， the working age population of Africa grew by 21 per cent (2.6 
per cent per year)， whereas the number of jobs grew at 23 per cent (i.e. 2.9 per cent 
per year). However， in absolute terms， while the working-age population grew by 96 
million， the number of jobs grew only by 63 million， implying a gap of 33 million jobs 
Furthermore， for 2000・08，ILO estimates that Africa c陪 ated73 million jobs， but only 22 
per cent (or 16 million) for young people aged 15・24.As a result， many young Africans 
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find themselves unemployed or， more frequently， underemployed in informal jobs with 
low productivily and pay. Out of the total unemployed people in Africa， 60 per cent are 
young people and youth unemployment rates a陪 doublethose of adult unemployment 
in most African countries. As shown earlier， the problem is pa吋icularlyacute in middle-
in∞me∞untries (MICs). As an example， in 2009， when youth unemployment rate in 
North Africa was over 23.4 per cent the ratio of youth-to・adultunemployment rates was 
estimated at 3.8， whereas in South Africa， youth unemployment was 48 per cent and 
the ratio of youth-to-adult unemployment rates was estimated at 2.5 (AfDB and AUC， 
2012). Among the employed young， the propo柑onof work in informal sector is 
significantly higher than that of adults. 

13.3.2 Factors Behind the Disconnect Between Grow1h and Employment in 
Afl同国

Despite this very en∞uraging growth record， unemployment especially for youth in the 
∞ntinent is still unacceptably high. There are a number of reasons to explain this 
apparent disconnect between high growth pe巾 rmanceand persistence of both 
unemployment and poverty. We take up these factors in the next sections. 

13.3.2.1 High reliance on capital-intensive sectors 

Growth of employment to a la叩e extent depends on the degree of structural 
transformation towards job-creating sectors. This is because the growth 悶 teof 
aggregate employment in an economy is the weighted sum of the growth rate of 
employment in the various sectors of the economy， with the employment shares of 
these sectors as the weights. Employment growth in each sector also depends on the 
growth rate of that sector and the output elasticily of employment in that sector. In sum， 
it can be said that the growth of employment in an economy depends on the sectoral 
∞mposition of employment， sectoral growth rates and the output elasticities of 
employment in the various sectors. At aggregate level， employment growth in an 
e∞nomy depends on the aggregate growth rate as well as the sectoral composition of 
aggregate growth. Therefore， to speed up the growth of employment in an economy， 
large sectors with high employment elasticities (or in other words more labour-
intensive) should be the engine of growth. 

Afriぱ sinability to generate enough jobs despite the impressive growth re∞rd could 
pa吋Iybe atlributed to the sectoral composition of output growth. The major source of 
e∞nomic growth in Africa has been the growth of natural resource-extraction sectors， 
which by their nature are capi也卜intensiveand， with a few exceptions， have limited 
linkages to the domestic African economies. Value-added in the mining sector， which 
employs less than 10 per cent of the labour force， grew at over 10 per cent per year， 
while agriculture， manufacturing and services with combined employment of over 80 
per cent of the labour force， grew at less than 2.5 per cent annually in the last two 
decades (UNECA， 2010). The combination of small size and low employment 
elasticities implies that growth based on rapid expansion of natural resource-ext悶 ction
sector will not generate high employment growth unless the proceeds from natural 
resources are reinvested in diver百ificationof the e∞nomies towards more labour-
intensive sectors. 

Excluding Nigeria and South Africa， the sha陪 ofindustrial activities in GDP in Sub-
Saharan Africa increased from 25.1 perωnt in 1990 to 30.2 per cent in 2010， boosted 
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bye∞nomic activity in the extracting industries and ∞nstruction in the years leading 
up to the global economic crisis (World Bank， 2011). The share of manufacturing 
activities in GDP decreased during the same period， from 12.2 per cent to 9.8 per cent. 
While agriculture's share of GDP decreased from 27.4 to 23.8 per cent during the last 
decade， the share of mining rose by a similar pe問 ntage，shifting the st叩 ctu陪 ofGDP
from one primary activity to another (UNECA， 2010). This experience∞ntrasts sharply 
with that in fast-growing developing countries， where the structure of the economy has 
shifted towards the manufacturing and services sectors. While this lack of structural 
change may have positive growth e悔 ctsin the sho同 run，such dy悶 micsmay not 
provide the foundations needed for a more diversified and dynamic e∞nomy. The 
persistent concentration of investment and growth in the capital-intensive extractive 
sector隠 sultsin low labour absorption and， limits growth because extractive sector is 
largely an enclave economy with few if any linkages to the rest of the economy. 

This situation may have also contributed to the slow achievement in pove町 reduction
in Africa. Indeed， Africa's average growth rate of around 5 per cent is perceived as 
falling short of the 7.0 per cent widely believed to be the minimum rate at which the 
∞ntinent must grow to reduωpove同yand improve living∞nditions. Table 3.3 
indicates that SSA still hosts a very big number of people living on less than US$ 1.25 
a day. In the last two decades， SSA was able to reduce the share of its pe叩 leliving on 
less than US$ 1.25 a day by only 3.7 per cent， from 593 million people in 1987 to 571 
million people in 2008. This re∞rd for SSA∞mpares unfavorably with that of East 
Asia and Latin America and the Caribbean who reduced the share of the people living 
on less than US$ 1.25 a day by about 66 perωnt and 25 per cent respectively. 

Table 13.3 People living on less than 2005 PPP US$ 1.25 a day* 

AcIiIal No. of P田ple

Pera川ofTotal 川町側s) 百Chan暗闇

日噌剛 1坦7 1如 19四i l蜘 1湖 1凹1 2畑 加 1盟7 1鵬 1皿J.2卿

East白ia&P，副fic 54.7 弘l 見7 35.9 35.6 27.6 17.1 14.3 制1 捌 -66.4 

回目nAm町同自白rib. 12 12.2 11.4 11.1 11.9 11.9 8.7 6.5 咽 37 24.5 

加th制a 55.3 日目E 51.7 相.6 岨目1 相3 担.4 甜 5目 571 3.7 

日同 日.4 見5 目A 弘l 57.9 日.7 52.7 47.5 5目 571 3.7 

Source: World Bank， World Development Indicators 2012 

Note: *=Poverty rates at International Pove町Line

13.3.2.2 Low productivity 

The liter百tur哩 showsthat there is a ∞nnection between technology，回pi匂1investment， 

growth and employment. The reason for the link is that workers produce more when 
they have access to new knowledge， as well as be臨 rproduction methods embodied in 
new production equipment. As these worker百 producemore at a given wage rate， firms 
that employ them make more profit. Higher profit levels induce these firms to hire more 
workers. As it will be discussed later， pa同Iydue to lack of technical change in Africa， 
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worker productivity has been relatively low， compared to the more developed countries 
such as those in East and South Asia and Latin America. Based on growth 
de∞mposition work (Boswo同hand Collins， 2003; Ndulu and O'Connell， 2008) slightly 
less than half of the growth di偽 rencebetween SSA and other regions is explained by 
slower capital (physical and human) accumulation and slightly more than half by slower 
productivity growth. Investment in SSA yields half as much growth as in Asia (Ndulu 
and O'Connell， 2008). Despite improvement in the last decade and a half， relatively 
lower productivity levels remain a big di宵'erentialfactor with other regions. The poor 
productivity of micro-enterprises and agriculture has undermined their ability to 
generate decentjobs and reduce unemployment in Africa (UNECA and AUC， 2012b). 

13.3.2.3 Delayed Demographic Transition 

Unemployment observed in Africa today can pa同Iybe 副 ributedto the changing age-
structure of the population as embodied in the theory of demographic transition. The 
model of transition depends on the changes in birth and death rates. Bloom et al. 
(2001) argues that a demographic transition in which mo制 ityrates declines first， 
followed by fe吋ilityrates， leads to a situation in which the population first gets younger 
and then the baby boom becomes a boom in the workforce. Africa still experienωsa 
delayed demographic transition because of very high fe同lity悶 tes.

While total fe吋ilityrates fell sharply outside of Africa， rates remained virtually 
unchanged within Africa for two and a half decades after independence (Ndulu et al. 
2007). Africa embarked on a slow demographic transition only in the mid-1980s， thus 
experiencing very high population growth rates. As a result， Africa has the fastest-
growing and most youthful population in the world as well as the youngest population 
estimated at 200 million people aged 15・24.With the highest growth rate of the labour 
fonω(aged 15-64)， the number of young pe叩 lein Africa is expected to double by 
2045 (World Bank， 2011). As for SSA， in 2010， about 54 per cent of the population was 
aged between 15 and 64 and it grows at 2.8 perωnt each year. Since over 42 per 
cent of SSA's population is under-15 years of age， that number is expected to grow 
significantly in the coming years. The 2011 Report on the Status of Youth in Africa by 
the UN's Economic Commission for Afri回∞ncludesthat many African countries are 
now experiencing a 'youth bulge'， which suggests that this population will peak by 2025 
and in 2035 will begin to decline. The high and increasing unemployment in Africa 
reflect two impo巾 ntissues:明rst，high population growth associated with high fe昨日ity
rates and second， failure of the economies to absorb the rapidly expanding labour force. 

With current demographic trends， the pressure to create new jobs will increase over the 
∞ming decades. The problem is likely to be compounded by the fact that Africa's youth 
population is not only growing rapidly， but also getting be胎 reducated and with 9∞d 
health. Table 13.4 summarizes mo同ality悶teand health expenditure in SSA compared 
with more developed economies of East and South Asia and Latin America. Although 
infant and under 5 moはalityrates per 1 ，000 live births is higher in SSA than those 
re∞roed in the more developed regions， it declined by about 30.9 perωnt and 27.6 
per cent in the period 1990-2010， thanks to elevated govemment expenditure on health. 
This has enabled young people to have better chances of surviving into old age pa同y
due to improvements in nutrition and health status of people entering the labour market 
each year (UNECA， 2010) 
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Table 13.4 Mo同alityrates and health expenditure 

Infanct mor同lityrate UnderS mo同alityrate Adult mor同lityrate Health expenditu聞

per 1，四四 perl，αm 
TCd tal GDP 

% 
%P。ufb回lical 

Per 1，000 live births Per 1，0田 livebiはhs Males Females 

19田 2010 19田 2010 Z∞6-10 2006-10 2010 2010 

East Asia & Pacific 42 20 56 24 157 105 4.7 53.4 

Latin America &白rib. 43 18 54 23 181 98 7.8 50.2 

s。凶hAsia 86 52 120 67 239 166 3.8 30.0 

55A 105 76 175 121 379 346 6.5 45.1 

Source: World Bank， World Development Indicators 2012. 

The quality of labour force， proxied by enrolment in primary education， has also 
improved overtime. In 2010， enrolment in primary education in SSA was 100 per偲 nt
(World Bank， 2012a). Acωss to education and improvement in health status of the 
pe叩 lecontribute to increases in labour force-participation rate. As depicted in Figure 
13.5， labour force participation rate in SSA is more driven by adults than youth， 
probably atlributed to the fact that adults tend to be more experienωd and sometimes 
more skilled than youth. As a result， a large segment of youth is left with no option 
other than engaging in informal activities 

Figure 13.5 Labour force pa同icipationin SSA (%) 
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Note: p=Preliminary estimates 

Although rapid growth of the labour for，ωis potentially a positive driver of growth， it is 
also possibly a negative fo問 ifemployment叩 po同unitiesdo not keep pace as it has 
been the case with Africa. The negative force relates to the growing potential instability 
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from rapidly rising youth unemployment. Africa should turn this potential risk into an 
oppoはunitysince the youth are likely to be the drivers of innovation in the region with 
appropriate human capi協1and technological investment. Youth also∞nstitute a large 
po吋ionof the Africans in the Diaspora as they migrate in search of Oppo吋unities
Therefore， while strategies should be tailored to enable Africa to exploit the talents of 
the swiftly increasing reservoir of human capital， the strategies should also seek to 
address the fundamentals of the slow transition， like how to speed up reduction in 
ferlility and the appropriate actions needed to increase employability of youth and 
expand Oppo同unitiesto engage in a growing private sector 

13.3.2.4 Employability 

The high unemployment rates in Africa are an indication of severe underutilization of 
the productive resources， a situation that slows the African e∞nomic growth. Equ剖Iy
impo巾 nt，is the quality (i.e. skills and health) of Africa's labour force. Africa has 
relatively less skilled human capi也1(compared with other regions) that would have 
∞ntributed to higher growth and employment generation. Having a la喝epopulation of 
skilled people increases the probability of generating innovation and technical change. 
Atardi and Sala-i-Marlin (2004) argue， for example， that if African countries had primary 
school enrolment rates equal to those of OECD ∞untries， their per回 pitaincome 
growth rate would have been 2.5 points higher than that recorded during the 1970 to 
2000 period. The positive impact on growth would have been even higher had Africa's 
education system produced enough (among others) engineers， scientists， economists， 
entrep陪 neursand information and communication technology (ICT) expe吋s.Evidence 
elsewhere suggests that ∞untries which invested in education and improved the health 
status of their people were able to raise labour productivity， and thus， contributed to 
growth in a more e'悔 ctiveway.

African youth faωvaried challenges when searching for employment. These include 
lack of education and skills， labour demand， labour market information， attitudes of 
employers and labour market regulation. AfDB (2012) concludes that education is a 
strong determinant of good employment over a lifetime， but also悶悶doxicallythere is 
∞rrelation with higher unemployment among youth. The main reason for this問 radox
is skills mismatches between what education provides and what employers need. 
Mismatches are also significant at the secondary school level mainly because 
edu伺 tiondoes not provide enough practical skills. Given that broad unemployment is 
much lower among adults with secondary education than among those with primary 
education or less， mismatches seem to be a serious problem for young people with 
secondary education (AfDB， 2012). 

Afri伺 EconomicOutlook (AEO) Country Experts survey of 2012 about the m司ロr
challenges youth face in labour markets suggests that about 54 per cent cited a 
mismatch of skills between what job seekers have to 0仔'erand what employers陪 qui陪

to be a major impediment. Another 41 per cent identified a generallack of skills among 
job seekers as a major obstacle. Due to skills mismatches， ILO (2011 c) indicates， for 
example， that in Egypt about 1.5 million young people are unemployed， while at the 
same time private sector firms cannot fill 600，000 vacancies. In South Africa the figures 
stand at 3 million young people in NEET and 600，000 unemployed university graduates 
versus 800，000 vacancies. Unemployment among those with higher education is much 
higher among youth in MICs than in LlCs， suggesting that mismatches between the 
skills young people have and what the education system 0汗'ersare greater as countries 
grow wealthier (AfDB et al.， 2012) 
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AfDB et al. (2012) points out what∞uld be the underlying cause for skills mismatch-
that is， the poor quality of education and the absence of linkages between education 
systems and employe陪. A general lack of targeted education and frequent major 
discrepancies between candidates' profiles and the skills required for a job. For 
example， a shortage of technical and mechanical employees or electricians coexists 
with a surplus of workers in audits， sales and communication， whereas in 
manufacturing many of the positions that go unfilled are at a level that does not require 
tertiary education and does not pay the salaries that univer百itygraduates expect. The 
implication of this is that higher education systems in Africa have not been diversified 
enough to meet the needs for a variety of levels of skills and education. This may be 
due to historical reasons where at the te吋iarylevel， the focus was to train young people 
for public sector employment， with little regard for the needs of the private sector. At 
the same time tertiary education in technical fields tends to be significantly more 
expensive than in the social sciences， which makes expansion of such faculties more 
challenging for public education institutions. Where such market skills needs are taken 
into ∞nsideration youth unemployment is much less. Gra山 atesin techni凶 1fields 
such as engineering and information technology have less problems finding 
employment than those from the social sciences or humanities (AfDB et al.， 2012). At 
the same time these la仕erfields have much higher enrolment and graduation number百
and consequently much higher unemployment number宮.

During the period 2008-2010， about 70 per cent and 73 perωnt of graduates in SSA 
and No巾 Africam司oredin social sciences respectively，∞mpared to 53 perωnt Asia 
(AfDB et al.， 2012). Only 12 perωnt majored in scienωand 4 per cent in engineering， 
manufacturing and construction in SSA. In North Africa， graduates who m旬。redin 
engineering， manufacturing and ∞nstruction were 10 per ωnt， being much higher than 
those in SSA. These figures imply that the most difficult sectors in which to find 
candidates with tertiary education are those that need specific techn岡 1qualifications， 
such as the extractive industries， logistics， the chemical and pharmaceuti回 1industries， 
manufacturing in general and agri-business. During the period， hardly 2 per cent of 
students specialized in agriculture in Africa the same level as in OECD ∞untries. The 
low number of graduates in the area of agriculture poses a great challenge to the 
development of this key sector. 

Youth in Africa have a ∞mparatively very low educational profile both at se∞ndary 
and tertiary levels，∞mpared to other regions in the world. More than half of the youth 
population (about 133 million young people) in Africa is iIIiterate. This means that 
African youth have a relatively high probability of not been em酬oyed. This 
development notwithstanding， based on the current trends， 59 per cent of people aged 
20・24will have had se∞ndary education in 2030， compared to 42 perωnt today 
(AfDB et al.， 2012). With very high p叩 ulationgrowth in Africa， this will translate into 
137 mi川onof pe叩 leaged 20-24 with secondary education and 12 million of pe叩 le
with tertiary education in 2030. However， the expected large expansion notwithstanding， 
large gaps remain in the quality of the education provided. World Bank (2012b) 
indicates that a large number of African ∞untries (including Mali， Niger， Ethiopia， 
Senegal， Cdte d'lvoire， Nigeria and Angola) have literacy rates of less than 75 per cent， 
suggesting that the increase in the number of higher education graduates has often 
been at the expense of quality. This is much so because expenditure per student has 
been decreasing throughout Africa， pa仕Iydue to a sharp rise in enrolment. In the 
period 1999-2009， the number of higher education graduates in low-in∞me sub-
Saharan African ∞untries almost tripled， from 1.6 million to 4.9 million， and it is 
expected that this figure will reach 9.6 million in 2020 (World Bank， 2012b). Although 
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govemments expenditures as a share of GDP has been relatively high in Africa 
∞mpared to other ∞mparable regions of the world that has not been translated into 
more human capital pa此Iyareflection of inefficient education system. 

13.3.2.5 Lack of coherent growth and development strategies 

The structural changes that took place in Africa failed to promote job creation because 
of a lack of employment-focused macroeconomic and sectoral strategies. This has 
given rise to a number of problems. First， the陪 isa mismatch between demand for and 
supply of labour in terms of both size and qualifications， resulting in a qualification 
deficit as well as high unemployment. 5e∞nd， there has been a shift in investment and 
labour demand in favour of services sectors， pa同cularlytravel， at the expense of the 
manufacturing sector. Third， there have been rapid increases in employment in the 
informal sector and dwindling formal wage employment. The informal sector is 
characterized by low productivity and income as firms lack access to credit， technology 
and expoは services.African young people have low skills profiles that do not 
necessarily match the demands of the labour market. In 2010， only 36 per cent and 6 
per cent of respective groups of students were enrolled at se∞ndary and tertiary 
education levels respectively， lower than the world's averages of 68 per cent and 27 
per cent in the same order (World Bank， 2012a) 

The impact on employment was further compounded by government downsizing， which 
has led to a decline in the public sector's share in total employment. 5ince in African 
e∞nomies， the 5tate has traditionally been the main employer， the reforms have 
shifted demand for labour towards enterprises that look for individuals with speci官cand 
pract回 1skills. Reducing the size of a govemment means that the public sector ∞uld 
not grow as fast as the population-thus reducing the ability to create new job 
oppo吋unities.Although the private sector has been growing， it sta吋:edat a too small a 
base to have a big impact. Absence of policies that subsidize capital through interest 
rates and cr官~dit， trade and exchange rate policies， while decreasing the ∞st of 
production through labour market regulation have constrained development of the 
formal private sector (UNECA 2005). Also， opening up of the economies has att悶 cted
huge imports of cheap manufactured goods， especially from emerging economies such 
as China (UNECA， 2010). The challenge is for the domestic investors to ∞mpete with 
these cheap imports and increase investment in manufacturing. 

The limited role of the public and the private sector in creating employment in Africa 
suggests that the informal and rural sectors are likely to continue to play an impo由 nt
role as the abso巾erof young people in need of an income. Informal entrepreneurs and 
the rural non-farm sector show potential. Currently， in Afri凪 53per cent of youth in 
rural areas are not in agriculture， but engaged in other activities (AfDB et al. 2012) 
Youth in rural non-farm employment are much better off than youth in farming. 
Therefore， linkages between urbanization， the rural non-farm sector and agriculture are 
important and work to st陪 ngthen問問le∞nomiesin Africa. 

13.4 Strategies for Reducing Unemployment 

As indicated elsewhere in this chapter， Afri回 hashuge unexploited potentials. Despite 
such potentials， youth unemployment is very high in Africa. Further， Africa's 
∞ntribution to global GDP is about 1.4 perωnt (2007)， and its share of world 
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merchandise exp口市 isabout 3.5 per cent， which is rather small ∞mpared to the 
region's global share of population of about 12 perωnt. Africa's share of intemational 
tourist remains marginal at about 3.3 per cent of total intemational tourist arrivals 
despile of huge tourist attraclions in Ihe continent. E仔'ecliveexploilation of these 
potentials can spur Ihe region's growth and reduωunemployment. What do African 
∞unlries have 10 do to exploit these polentials for suslained growth and unemployment 
reduction? The previous section idenlified lessons Africa could draw from successful 
emerglng e∞nomies in designing their strategic interventions in dealing with the 
challenges of unemployment. In this section we highlight some of the key strategic 
actions the region ∞uld pu隠 ue.

13.4.1 Structural transformation for growth and jobs 

If high-quality growth occurs in labour-intensive sectors including agriculture， 
manufacluring， construclion， textiles and services， the associaled increase in 
employment will have a positive effect on working poor and unemployed youth. African 
e∞nomies can work lowards slruclural shift 10 labour inlensive manufacturing 10 avoid 
depending on a few primary commodilies with Ihe attendant high risk from volatility in 
the world markel priωs. Adding value 10 these ∞mmodities and diversificalion inlo 
manufactures， pa同cularlyfor ∞as凶 economieswith location advantages in terms of 
access to markets ∞uld be an impo巾 ntoption. These countries can pu隠 ue
manufactured expo削 edgrowth akin to the main Asian model to take advantage of the 
rising wages in Easl Asia 10∞mpete more e仔'eclivelyin the expo同markelsof labour-
intensive manufaclures. Other countries pa吋icularlyin the land-Iocked resource-poor 
∞unlries， such as Rwanda， can pursue in earnesl the less lransport -dependent trade 
in services exploiting information technology. African ∞unlries∞uld as well work to 
∞nnect the informal sector to the formal sector via development of SMEs as well as 
promoting value addition to agriculture (Ndulu et al.， 2007). 

As African∞unlries structurally transform Iheir economies， Ihey should continue 10 
promote macro-economic slability， with special attenlion on crealing as much addilional 
h回 1spaωas possible. As learned from Ihe reωnt crisis， African countries Ihat 
entered the crisis with high level of macroeconomic stability were able to weather the 
storm with less economic damage. The ∞untries should also keep an adequate level 
of infrastructure investment to support private sector activity in general and enhance 
∞mpetiliveness and diversificalion in pa同cular.Improving infraslruclure would help in 
the fight against poverty and unemployment by improving access 10 basic services 
such as electricity and clean waler. Africa can be a more integrated market if 
appropriale investmenls are made in ports， railways， and roads. Investment in energy 
and other ulililies which stimulale investmenls including small and medium size 
investments deserve to be given high priority 

13.4.2 Investment in agriculture 

The rural sector has polential as an engine of inclusive growth and youth employment. 
Although rural youth face tougher ∞nditions than urban youth and have higher rates of 
vulnerable employment and working poor， in several ∞untries rural economies are 
showing strong potenlial for economic growth and poverty reduclion. For many 
households farming is an important part of Iheir livelihood， involving many young 
workers. About 47 per cent of all working youlh in rural areas primarily are engaged in 
agricullure， while another half of the ru悶 1young also engage in non-farm activilies 
(which include public services， installations and repairs， transport and clerical work， 
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sales work， manufacturing and ∞nstruction) largely to supplement their incomes (AfDB 
et al.， 2012) 

One of the biggest challenges of agriculture is low productivity and difficulties in 
reaching profitable markets. African agriculture is also very much constrained by its 
dependence on rain. This is notwithstanding the fact that Africa is home to huge 
expanses of water resources and irrigation potential. The other key challenge is 
ensuring sustainable agriculture. This entails making sure that in the course of 
expanding agricultu隠 andraising productivity， the key sources of water are well 
protected and deforestation is avoided. 

Du巾 9the 2003 AU Summit in Maputo， African governments commiUed to allocate a 
minimum of 10 per cent of national budgets for agriculture， and more for rural 
development. Most African governments have not yet achieved this 0ゆctive.Most 
∞unties are aver珂 ingonly about 4.5 per cent. Given abundance of land， Africa can be 
am自Ijorfood exporter. Modernization and enhancement of production in agricultu陪

would help in improving supply response to attain food self-sufficiency and enhance 
food exports to neighbouring countries and beyond. As agricultural productivity 
increases， savings and labour be∞me available for households to diversify and invest 
in small-scale activities outside agriculture， such as simple services (re問 irs，
hairdressing)， manufacturing (handicrafts， sewing and textiles etc.) and sales. At the 
same time an increase in rural in∞mes also translates into an increased demand for 
non-food products， creating an oppo吋unityfor the provision of such goods to become 
viable and profitable. Haggblade et al. (2009) estimate that an increase of agricultural 
value added of one US dollar trans陥ltesinto an additional 30 to 50 cents value added 
in the rural non-farm economy. 

While priority is being placed on agriculture， a major∞mponent of strategy must be 
based on value addition through processing of agricultural products and other natural 
陪 sourcebased products. Improvement of the investment and trade environment 
should be accorded high priority including for small and medium ente巾nses.
Measures should be taken towards raising the level of productivity and reducing ∞st of 
production and ∞st of doing business in general. Measures to improve the quality of 
products to make them more acceptable in the market should also be taken with 
greater and betler coordinated support from governments. 

13.4.3 Enhancing employability 

The literature indicates that∞mpetitiveness does not necessarily depend on the 
endowment of resources， but rather on the technological capacity to process them and 
the quality of human resources and organisational efficiency. Adopting a strategic 
development orientation that emphasises processes and building technological 
capacities to become competitive in these processes is thus the key factor. Investing in 
education in Africa should remain a priority. Greater emphasis should be given to 
improving the quality of education and responding to labour market demand， now that 
access has improved. For ins匂nce，public expenditure in education ∞uld be allocated 
to filling gaps in teache陪 training，laboratories and libraries. Improving human capital 
stocks∞uld help alleviate the shortage of skills that constrains investment in some 
sectors such as manu勉cturing.

On quality and relevanωof education to reduωthe skills mismatch， the strategy 
should be to develop the skills that many formal employers are looking for. Universities 
must educate with an eye to African markets， improving educalion in technical fields 
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and agriculture. This approach also requires more and betler guidanωto students to 
steer them towards employment in the private sector， away from enrolment in 
traditional public sector entrance su同ectsin the arts， humanities and social sciences. 

The literature suggests that changing e∞nomic structures in Africa are pu凶ng
mounting pressure on education systems to go beyond primary education. More reωnt 
evidence， suggests that returns are not continuous in years of education but linked to 
the level of education atlained-that is， returns to education are positive and strongly 
∞nvex so that the marginal returns to education are lowest for the individuals with the 
least education. Teal (2011) concludes the陪 forethat giving priority to investment in 
primary education may have li叩eimpact on in∞mes unless the individuals a宵'ectedby 
the reforms proceed to higher levels of education. The抱ctthat so many children and 
young people do not proceed from primary to secondary education despite the strong 
∞nvexity of returns to education suggests that strong barrier百 arein place， such as 
high costs and poor quality of primary schools that do not prepare adequately for 
secondary school， this calls for the need to address the constraints. 

Promoting technical and vocational skills development (TVSD) is equally impoはant.
TVSD has huge potential to providing young people with mo陪 appliedskills and betler 
chances in the labour market. Skills can be obtained either through structured and 
specialized institutions or through on-th吋obpracti伺 Iexperienω， or both -the so・

called "dual" training. Ac∞rding to Fares and Puerto (2009) programmes that ∞mbine 
on-th吋oband in-class training provide a ∞mbination of soft skills (behavioural skills) 
and ha叫 skills(technical or administrative skills) can have a significant positive impact 
on employment and earnings of programme pa附cipants.Dual training， such as 
internships or apprenticeships， allows young people to apply the theories learnt in class 
in real environments， to develop professional skills， such as time management and 
professionalism， and to gain practi伺 experience(Angel-Urdinola et al.， 2010) 
Experiences in Africa show that TVSD have not been very successful， mainly due to 
their limited outreach and funding. TVSD accounts for less than 5 per cent of training 
among youth in Africa (AfDB， OECD and UNECA， 2008). Where they exist， TVSD 
systems in the continent su汗'erfrom a shortage of qualified staff， obsolete equipment， 
iII-adapted programmes and weak links with the job market. Given the importance of 
the informal sector， TVSD systems must therefore adapt to its needs in terms of skills 
and course structure. Governments mu 

The literature links declines in fe州 ityrates in Africa to income growth， urbanization， 
girls' education， and reduced inf冒ntand child mortality rates. Long term strategies 
should be geared towards addressing the challenges facing these areas 

If mo同alityand fe昨日itydecrease， a young population can become the engine for the 
national economy. The experience of the Asian Tigers is proof of this. At the beginning 
of their impressive development， these ∞untries had a demographic starting point 
similar to that of many Sub-Saharan ∞untries today and their level of development at 
that time was just as low. The development boost of the Asian Tigers was made 
possible by two fundamental changes: a demog悶 phicbonus was created because the 
number of people of working age increased in relation to the number of dependent 
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young and old people. In order to create such a favourable age structure， the many 
children and adolescents have to grow Up， mortality in the working age group must 
decrease， and fe吋ilitymust decline so that the Up∞ming young generations (and the 
related burden) will shrink. 

Education must be recognized as the key factor for development. It prepares the way 
for the demographic bonus because mortality and fertility will decrease with the 
population's rising standard of education. Also， the human capital increases through 
education. Education therefore be∞mes the most important tool to achieve the 
demographic dividend. Therefore it is necessary to create equal education 
oppo吋unitiesfor girls， to expand secondary education in particular because it is crucial 
for a decrease in fertility and an economic upswing， to establish vocational training as a 
hinge between school and the working world， and to provide micro-credits to improve 
the education of adult women and to empower them. At the same time， this will 
promote entrepreneurship. The human capital， which decidedly improves through 
education and lower numbers of children， must also be utilized by the national 
e∞nomy. 

As long as mortali旬， especl剖Iychild mortality， and fertility remain as high in Sub-
Saharan Africa as they currently are， a demographic bonus cannot emerge and 
therefore no 叩 po山 nity for economically favourable development will arise. 
Investments in health and family planning， as well as in education can be identified as 
the most important starting points to aUain a demographic bonus. The national 
govemments and the various partners of development cooperation should see it as 
their job for the health sector， to st陪 ngthenthe health systems， to establish and 
expand basic health回 re，to make disease prevention possible through simple means， 
to carry out vaccination campaigns for children， to improve sexual and reproductive 
health， to offer sexuality education， to facilitate the access to ∞ntraceptives and to find 
advocates and use the media to create knowledge about health issues and accep踊nce
of ∞ntraωptives. 

13.4.5 Dealing with the rapidly growing urban poor 

Urbanization is progressing very rapidly in Africa. About one third of African population 
now lives in urban areas and it is expected that about half of the population will be in 
urban areas by 2020. It is also true that a good number of those migrating to the urban 
areas are young people looking for work and most often have neither the capi泊1nor 
the skills for engaging in gainful business. As a result， the overall youth unemployment 
has increased very substantially and with it polit回 1agitation related to unemployment 
It is therefore imperative that the other leg of inclusive growth focuses on providing 
gainful work and in∞me source to the growing number of the urban unemployed， 
pa附cularlythe youth. There is no doubt that creating formal jobs at a pace that will 
absorb the growing number of migrants to the urban areas is a tall order. 

The best chance we have to abso巾 thisgrowing segment of the population is through 
self employment， mainly in the small and medium scale enterprises (SMEs) and the 
informal sector. Deliberate e恥巾， therefore， should be made to address ∞nstraints 
faced by these enterprises so that they can expand the job oppo同unitiesand absorb 
the growing number of unemployed. 

In Sub-Saharan Africa， electricity and finance are the biggest obstacles to firms， and 
the complexity of obstacles increases with a ∞untry's in∞me level (AfDB et al， 2012) 
Very few small and micro-enterprises manage to grow into large firms in Africa. To 
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foster job creation governments must focus on removing the barriers that are specific to 
small and micro-enterprises and suppoはtheirgrowth into productive firrns and enhance 
their long-terrn ∞mpetitiveness intemationally. At the same time， for many young 
people entering self-employment is the only viable altemative given a lack of 
oppo此unitiesfor wage employment. These young people face specific challenges and 
need special support to develop their businesses. 

Young pe叩 lecan benefit from specific programmes that support their entrepreneurial 
activities. Support for young entrepreneurs ranges from measures that provide job 
seeker宮 withfinancial and technical assistance to create their own businesses， 
including microcredit and entrepreneur宮hiptraining and mentoring， to measures that 
improve their chances to expand. Puerto (2007)∞ncludes that self-employment 
programmes are relatively cheap and can create permanent and value-added jobs， as 
long as projects are carefully selected and suppo由 d，and entrepreneurs have access 
to credit and markets. However， well targeting of activities to support is paramount. 
This is important because experiences elsewhere in Africa have shown that where 
firrns and young entrepreneur宮 a陪 notchosen伺陪fully，based on their skill， drive and 
business plans， providing credit can be wasteful and harrnful due to possible collapse 
of firms as a result of using credit or simply do not pay the money back (AfDB et al.， 
2012). In Tunisia， for instance， only around 50 per cent of young entrepreneurs have 
repaid their loans， mainly because of the lack of clients (MDGF， 2009). 

13.5 Africa-Asia Pa同nership

13.5.1 Partner百hipsin Job Creation 

The most impo巾 ntways in which Africa interacts with the rest of the emerging 
e∞nomies are through trade and investment. The share of emerging economies in 
Africa's extra-regional trade stood at 32.5 per cent in 2008， being 13 percentage points 
higher than in 1995 (UNECA and AUC， 2011). The direct effect of this trade is that 
African economies e吋oylower consumer prices， cheaper machinery and inputs， and 
higher export revenues， although non-competitive firrns may go out of business. Higher 
export revenue would allow African countries to increase domestic investment and 
employment creation， but the net impact on African economies will depend on the 
structure of each e∞nomy and the specific nature of the interaction. 

FDI into Africa from emerging countries is estimated to have doubled to about 10 per 
cent of the total in 2005-2010 compared to about 5 per cent in 2000-2004. However， 
the bulk of the demand is still for unprocessed goods with low value addition， which 
heightens the risk of a lock-in to a primary export trajectory as well as reducing the 
oppo此unityto increase value addition and expo同earnings(UNECA and AUC， 2011) 
Likewise， the availability of concessional loans骨omemerging partners has increased 
a∞ess to finanωfor several ∞untries in SSA. Going forward， the e'悔 ctof these loans 
in promoting pro-poor growth and employment will greatly depend on the extent to 
which they are directed to finance p叫ectsthat enhance domestic capacities to repay 
while generating employment， especially for the youth. 

Trade and FDI are essential channels of technological transfer to Africa. Nevertheless， 
Africa is failing to attract foreign private R&D projects and manufacturing investments 
owing to its limited technology base and intellectual capital (UNECA， 2010). Africa will 
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need to也kedecisive steps to ensure that it benefits from global technological 
knowledge to meet current and emerging challenges， including unemployment. While 
at national level African countries will need to put in place policies and strategies 10 
integrate science， lechnology and innovation (STりin all sector百 andgovernmenl 
departmenl as well as increase inveslmenl in the education sector， at the international 
level， working under a unified framework would help Africa garner maximum gains in 
the terms of Irade， FDI， lechnology transfer and loans， especi剖Iyfrom emerging large 
e∞nomies such as China and India (UNECA and AUC， 2012a). 

African counlries will the陪f白隠 needto pul in place a unified framework for negotialion 
and cooperalion wilh not only the new pa吋nersbul also old partners. African countries 
will also need to build悶 pacityto enhance， rationalize and maximize gains from the 
partne陪 hip.This would help in harnessing linkages to ensure thal ∞operalion is 
directed to sector百 where domestic investment， jobs， regional integration and 
productiveωpacities are enhanced. UNECA and AUC (2011) notes that this∞uld be 
done by using strategic incentives and policies that both encourage and obligate 
foreign investor百 touse domestic inpuls， labour and pa吋nershipsin pu陪 uilof Iheir 
goals. Deliberate e汗'orts10 pursue joint ventures with Asian firms could as well be pa吋
of nalional policy frameworks. These would serve as guidance on how paはnershipsa陪

to be used as part of long term policies for industry， agriculture and human伺 pilal，as 
well as help∞rrect past mistakes. Coordination and prior planning is pa同icular
Impo由 ntbecause it enables proper budgeting for maintenance costs and prioritizing 
∞nsistently with a country's development strategy-this is most so for large 
infrastructure investments. Some African ∞unlries including Namibia， Cameroon， 
Moroc∞， Cape Verde， and Equatorial Guinea have taken measures in thal direction 
For example， in Morocco， Chinese operators are actively encouraged to invesl in Ihe 
∞unlry to ∞unlerweigh Chinese imports and ease the ∞mmercial deficil， whereas 
Cape Verde has concentrated on modernizing produclive回 pacityand infrastructure 
(AfDB et al.， 2011). Likewise， China has set aside a significant fund for funding African 
infrastructure. 

Equally impo由 nlin promoting employment in resource-rich African counlries， is for the 
∞unlries 10 leverage Iheir bargaining power wilh emerging pa同nersto kick off a 
slruclu悶 1t悶 nsformationof Iheir economies. This should go hand in hand with building 
anal洲cal 回 pacityto monitor financial flows， setting priorities and development 
engagement strategies with emerging pa同ners.The emphasis should be put on the 
need for the new pa同nersto increase investment in Africa's manufacturing industry and 
promote the creation of value-adding aclivities， pa柑cularlyin close proximity to the 
source of raw materials. Initially labour-intensive manufacturing would constilute Ihe 
low hanging fruit in light of increasing labour cosls in emerging e∞nomles. 

13.5.2 Knowledge Exchange 

Foreign investor宮 inveslin high-productive sector宮 suchinforrnation technology (IT)， 
seml-∞nduclors， pharmaceuti回 Is and green technologies prefer to locate in 
e∞nomies with abundanl supplies of scientisls， engineers and other highly skilled 
worker百.East Asian ∞untries are attracting high-quality FDI not only because of the 
availability of sk川edworker百， but also because those talents are available at relatively 
low wage rates (UNECA and AUC， 2010). Given their lack of technological capability， 
African countries attracl FDI in low-end activilies such as tourism， agricullure， mineral 
extraclion， and trade. These activities do not generate substantial value added and 
their employmenl-generaling capacities are very limited. Av剖labilityof high skilled 
labour at low rates will help Africa attracl FDI in high-productive seclors. This， together 
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with the ageing populations in advanced e∞nomies and rising wages in Asia， will likely 
make the demographic transition in Africa an opportunity for Africa to be∞me the next 
globalωntre for manufacturing， information and communications technology (ICT) and 
service industries. 

Africa should therefore exploit the partnership with Asia in improving the skills and 
knowledge of its people， pa同icularlythrough knowledge exchange programs. One of 
the options∞uld be through the establishment of special economic zones in Africa. 
However， benefiting from knowledge transfers through this approach depends on how 
they are set up. African∞untries must strategically engage zone developers by inviting 
local investors into the zones， building links to research and development institutes， 
planning the long term transfer of shareholder relations， as China did with the special 
zones it created (AfDB et al.， 2011). In addition， special zones must be a pa吋ofa 
la唱er陪 gionaldevelopment plan， to make the zones benefit Africa. 

13.6 Conclusion 

This chapter discusses the growth-employment relationship in Africa with a greater 
emphasis on Sub Saharan Africa over the last decade. In this chapter， we give an 
account of unemployment problem in Africa and propose strategies and policy actions 
that the countries can ir判plement to reduce the problem pa吋icularly youth 
unemployment. Pro-deωnt job creating growth is important in two ways: first， it will 
help reduce Africa's unemployment problem pa同icularlyfor youth and females， and 
second， it will contribute towards poverty reduction initiatives-that is， reduce the 
number of people living on less than a dollar a day in line with the Millennium 
Development Goals (MDGs) 

It is shown in the chapter that unemployment is still a big problem in Africa not only to 
unskilled but also skilled people. The problem is more severe among youth and 
females， as well as in middle in∞me∞untries (MICs)， which also su悔 rmost during 
bad times including global economic and financial crises. This is not to say that less 
developed countries， most of which are in the Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA)， are 
cushioned from the unemployment problem. Although hard numbers tend to suggest 
that SSA is creating enough jobs for its growing labour force， this may not be realistic 
given the fast growing informal sector. Normally informal jobs pay low wages， and 
provide little incentives for skills development and job security. It is not surprising 
therefore for the SSA to have more incidences of poverty and vulnerable employment 
than in MICs. 

Afriωhas continued to experienωhigh unemployment rates， despite the imp陪 ssive
e∞nomic growth recor廿edin the last decade. The chapter presents an a∞ount of the 
possible reasons which include: little structural transformation of the e∞nomies so that 
the m司orsource of e∞nomic growth in Africa has ∞ntinued to be the growth of 
natural resource-extraction sectors， which by their nature are capi姐トintensiveand， with 
a few exceptions， have limited linkages to the domestic African economies. While this 
lack of structural change may have positive growth effects in the short run， such 
dynamics may not provide the foundations needed for abso巾ingeXIωss labour and 
limits growth. Other factors which undermined Africa's ability to generate decent jobs 
and reduce unemployment include low productivity， high fertility and pa吋icipationrates 
as well as lack of ∞herent growth and devel叩mentstrategies， in 岡山ular，
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employment-focused macroeconomic and sector百1strategies. This situation has led tO: 
a mismatch between demand for and supply of labour in terms of both size and 
qualifications; a shift in investment and labour demand in favour of services sectors at 
the expense of the manufacturing sector; rapid increases in employment in the informal 
sector; and dwindling formal wage employment. The impact on employment was 
further compounded by government downsizing， which has lead to a decline in the 
public sector's share in total employment. Although the private sector has been 
growing， its impact is not big， pa同Iydue to a lack of policies that promote private 
investment in the industry sector， in particular manufacturing 

The limited role of the public and the private sector in creating employment in Africa 
suggests that the informal and rural sectors are likely to play an important role as the 
absorber of young people in need of an in∞me for the foreseeable future. Linkages 
between urbanization， the rural non-farm sector and agriculture seem to be important 
and work to strengthen rural economies in Africa， as well as help reduce youth 
unemployment problem. In order to attain the objective， strategies should be tailored to 
address peculiar problems inherent in weak structural transformation of the economies， 
low agriculture productivity， delayed demographic transition， youth employability and 
rapidly growing urban poor. This chapter has suggested strategies that if implemented 
伺 nhelp promote employment叩 po巾 nitiesfor the youth and the gene悶 1population in 
Africa. However， some of the issues discussed (including low productivity， limited 
human回 pital，skills mismatch， high fe削 ity，poor health and lack of quality edu回 tion)
are deep rooted in the structure of African economies. Thus， in addition to 
macroe∞nomic policies that promote labor-intensive growth， sectoral and 
microeconomic interventions are needed to e'汗'ectivelyadd陪 ssthe various aspects of 
labor unemployment in Africa 
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14.1 Introduction 

1365 

S ……ou叩Jr川n川柑伽1吐市制帥t廿制胸r同陶i恰e
embodied in the African Youth Charter， a regional framework for youth 
development， as well as in other Africa陪 ports-ーincludingthe African Youth 
R即日同 (UNECA，2009)， and the United Nations 1995 World Programme of 

Action for Youth to the Year 2000 and Beyond (UN， 1995). However， overall， progress 
towards concrete action is slow and whathas been proposed is not adequate to meet 
the African youth employment challenges.201 

The development of youth policies in Africa has been influenced by a large number of 
repo巾 by va巾 us bodiesー including regional member states， intemational 
organizations and development阿片岡隠. At the regional level， the m司or influence 
seems to have come from the African Youth Report (UNECA， 2009). However， pa同Iy
due to data constrain恰， the repo同providesan in-depth and up-to-date analysis of only 
a few of the key issues that a宵'ectthe African youth-namely， education， employment， 
health， HIV/AIDS， and pa同icipationin political and decision-making processes. These 
priority areas are broadly consistent with the objectives of several initiatives on youth 
development in Africa. The 2009 Report recommends a coordinated approach by all 
stakeholders， including the United Nations and its development pa同ne陪.

In re∞gnition of the necessity to deal with the problems and challenges facing the 
youth in Africa， the AU member States declared 2008 as the “Year of African Youth" 
and implored member states to develop policies in a coordinated effort to deal with the 
issues affecting the youth. Also， some countries， including Algeria， Ghana， Kenya， and 
South Africa have used the African Peer Review Mechanism as another vehicle to 
address the youth unemployment problem. The 2001 New Partnership for Africa's 
Development (NEPADト-aprogramme of the AU adopted in Lusaka， Zambia， on 11加

July 2001， included the goals of achieving the millennium development goals (MDGs) 
that explicitly concem the youth.202 Through the initiatives of NEPAD， African youth 
leader宮 havees泊blishednetworks to ∞ordinate e恥巾 toadvance the goals of the 
MDGs and other development pa同ners.

201τ"heA企ic阻 Ch町脂rw田 adop阻dat也eSeventh Ordinary Session of也eA盟国nhlyof Heads of S阻脂

血 dGover湿血entof也.eA企i伺 nUnioninBa司ul，G田nbia，血July2006
Z但 NEP AD is a radically new in町 vention， spearheaded by African leaders旬 pursuenew prioriti白血d
approaches to也epoliti，回l阻 dsocio-econornic位祖国fonnationof A創回 I旬 objectiveis to enh岨 ce
A量i回 '8grow血， developm阻 tandp紅白ipationin world affairs. 
ln February 2010，也e14也AUAssembly established也eNEP AD Planning and Coo吋inatingAgency 
制EPADAgency)剖 atechnical body ofthe AU旬開place血eNEPADS町出国riat.τ"heNEPADAg田 cy
is a key outcome ofthe integration ofNEP AD into the AU. 
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Internationally， there have been several initiatives on youth development. Member 
states that are parties to the MDGs， including African ∞untries， resolved to “devel叩
and implement strategies that give young people everywhere a real chance to find 
decent and productive work." The Africa youth charter repo同 identified1 0 priority 
areas for youth development and the UN General Assembly agreed on five emerging 
issues.203 Also， in 2006， the meeting of the UN Office of the Special Advisor on Africa 
on the youth in post-conflict countries focused on the social and e∞nomic integration 
of youth through job oppo山 nitiesand the re-integration of ex-∞mbatants into civil 
societies!U4 The 2007 World Bank Development Report focused on youth issues. And， 
almost all of the recent poverty reduction strategy papers， a program initiated by the 
IMF and World Bank in 1999 to encourage African countries to devel叩 integrated
poverty reduclion strategies， have focused on youth empowerment， in line with several 
UN resolutions.205 

14.2 Youth policies and social concerns 

The frameworks for youth policies noted above have identified a dozen faclors a汗'ecting
youth employment which can be grouped broadly into economic， health， political and 
social issues， which we discuss in turn. 

14.2.1 Economic issues 

The economic issues relate to e∞nomic instruments for addressing the youth 
unemployment problem. An integrated employment strategy should promote labor 
intensive growth， while at the same time ensuring that quality jobs that be∞me 
available are matched to the youth with the right skills and training. Thus， national 
youth policies should foster a pa世.ernof growth that boosts effeclive demand for human 
伺 pi抱1.In South Africa for example， the growth elasticity of employment was 0.7 
between 2004 and 2008， suggesting that growth had only a small impact on job 
creation (see South Africa: 2011 ).206 

As already noted， even when job oppo吋unitiesare available， the youth must have the 
skills to exploit them. In this respect， several policy aclions have been suggested in 
vanous repo巾 that∞uld improve the quality of the youth population. First， the policies 
should improve a∞ess to 9∞d education and increase graduation悶ltes.The need for 
quality education is illustrated by South African， engineering graduates who were found 
to be unemployable in the automotive industry because of the low quality of training 
they had 問 eived(Gyimah・日間npongand Ondiege， 2011). Se∞nd， youth policies 
should promote activities that increase investmenls in school infrastruclure， texlbooks， 
learning materials， curricula reforms， school equipment， nutrition， health， and training of 
teachers. Research evidence shows that interventions in these areas are associated 
with improvements in learning and labor productivity (Baird et al.， 2011; PiU et al.， 
2012; Glewwe et al.， 2010; Schultz， 2005). It is impoはant，however， to note that 
interventions that increase skills in settings where the bulk of occupations are brawn-

203 See Table 14.1 

204 SeeUni旬dNations (2006). 

却'SeeUNECA (2009， p. 46) for a p町tiallist.

20~e note， however，由atin a rec田 tstudy by Leautier and Hanson (2012) high e∞nomic grow血h叫
di偽rential凶~ac阻 onjob creation a町osscoun廿iesinA創ca
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intensive - as in much of African agriculture， may have Ii制e impact on labor 
productivity (Pi世etal.， 2012). . 

The third economic issue with regard to employment creation is that in order to 
minimize a mismatch between skills and job requirements， formal schooling should be 
∞mbined with work-based training.207 Moreover， to reduce the mismatch further， it 
may be necessary to over-haul the educational curricula as well as the pedagogical 
methods at primary and tertiary levels of school systems. Fourth， because most 
African govern ments face severe fiscal∞nstrain恰 andsustained job creation is 
arguably the domain of the private sector， governments should eslablish mechanisms 
to en∞urage public-private pa此nershipsdesigned to identify job generating activities. 

While employers everywhere seek workers with problem-solving and scientific skills， 
educational systems in Africa routinely graduate students without these skills. For 
example， in 2009， only 18， 14， and 24 percent of tertiary students in Botswana， 
Ethiopia， and South Africa， respectively， were enrolled in applied__subjects such as 
physical and biological sciences and engineering and technology.208 Ttie educational 
systems should be reformed so that they can produce graduates with skills that fit 
demand requiremen恰 ofemployers. One way to achieve this aim， is to establish 
linkages between industry and school systems. 

Although active labor market programs a陪 animportant part of African governments' 
efforts to increase employment oppo同unitiesfor the youth， the youth may not have the 
skills needed to take advanlage of the available work opportunities. There is evidence 
that remedial training programs can improve human capi也1of the youth. These 
programs include assisting the youth who do not complete school or have inadequate 
formal education through schemes such vocational training， on-the-job training and 
apprenticeships. An notable example of this， is the Egypt-Germany Initiative， a dual 
education system to empower the youth implemented over the period，1995 to 2002209 

For such programs to be e偽 ctive，however，∞ordination of skill-building pa巾 erships
between public and private sector百 isnecessary. Although the overall evidence on the 
impact of training programs on employment is incロnclusive(see， for e.g.， Kluve， 2006)， 
some evidence from the World Bank (2007c) indicates that training is effective in 
increasing employment opportunities for women， and generally for low-skill individuals， 
such as the African youth. Several strategies exist to create employment opportunities 
for the youth (World Bank， 2007c). 

• Direct public sector employment Public works have the potential to help the 
unemployed youth gain labor market experience (Kluve， 2006). Moreover， by 
providing short-term employment at low wages， public wo向 ωnbe of some 

2河口
value to pe叩 lewithout in∞me and skills."u As we show later， Ghana has 
established the National Youth Employment Program to engage youth in 
selected civil activities 

• Job search assistance: Employment bureaus are some of the organizational 
mechanisms used to reduce friction and skill mismatch in labor markets 

207See， for e.g.， Ch泊g皿胞(2002).

208百四 dataw町 ecalculated from the UNESCO Insti加tefor Statistics (2009). 

209 See Kany，佃ze，抽one，血dSp町 eboom(2000). 

210 Ex値甲1田 inc¥udea program in S田 egalfunded by the AtDB and the World Bank in ¥989， and 
programs by the Y ou也 Busine蝿 h出国厄onal(2008). 
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Currently， provision of these services in Africa is dominated by the public sector 
and tends to匂rgetthe disadvantaged， the long-term unemployed， and 
discouraged worker宮.

• 5e/;何 mployment: Micro-credit and start-up loans can serve as ca凶 ystsfor 
self-employment. However， there is evidence that employment effects of these 
interventions are short-lived (World Bank， 2007c)， and that businesses started 
through micro-credit schemes suffer high failure rates. An example of an 
institution that that facilitates business start-ups through micro-credit and other 
mechanisms is the Youth Business Intemalional(YBI).aglobal nelwork of 
independenl non-profit inilialives based in Ihe Uniled Kingdom. YBI works in 
pa同ne陪 hipwilh governmenls， businesses and mullilaleral and civil society 
organizalions 10 help young pe叩 leestablish Iheir own businesses. In 2008， 90 
young enlrepreneurs were assisled in Ihree accrediled member countries 
(Kenya， Nigeria， and South Afri関)and in lwo pilot member counlries (Ghana 
and Uganda).211 

• Wage or employment subsidies program: This sort of inlervenlion increases 
employment opportunilies Ihrough an employer subsidy Ihat reduces the cost of 
labor， en∞uraging employers 10 hire more workers or Ihrough an employee 
subsidy Ihal raises wages， increasing Ihe attracliveness of Ihe employmenl 
o汗'ered.World Bank (2007c) suggests Ihal programs of Ihis kind have had 
short-Ierm successes in Iransilional and developing economies. 

• Competitive labor markets: Reducing subsidies on capital impo巾， and easing 
labor market rigidities can improve Ihe functioning of labor markels， increasing 
employmenl bul little evidence exists on impacts of faclor markel liberalizalion 
on employmenl in A骨ica.

14.2.2 Health issues 

The youlh in Africa are bu吋enedby diseases， such as HIV/AIDS， malaria， tuberculosis， 

nutritional deficiencies， disabilities， subslance addiclion， premature death， and lend to 
engage in behaviors Ihat are polenti創Iyharrnful to heallh (WHO， 2010). Several 
interventions exisqo address these issues， notably， the policies 10 create jobs212 and 
change behavior2

叩
Thebehavior change interventions include provision of heallh 

education and other services that promote healthy life styles. 

211 SeeYou正hB国祖国sIn恒rnational(2008) 
212 S田弘 for e.g.， UNECA (A YR， 2(】09).

213 The Advoca国伽Y聞出 (a!l岨問責10四回.izati叩 岨 d型也盟主五盟理 based血 Washimrton.D.C.. 
USA，d凶ica臼d加 S田叫itved叫紺田L也ep開予回世町nofHIV血 dofs恒 国 且vtr宙lSlIlI伽，ddise踊 eL鍾旦盟佳

世狸 担cyprev，回世on， y凹也蹴ess加 盟E生塑星 組d!;盟盆盤盟血盟，句回lityfor lesbian and gay， and 
v"OU也 narticination'】 launcheda 3-拘置泊itiative担 2泊01called也氾 You也Leadersbip也 Figh血昌也e
Epidemic (Y 0岨 Li島)，油ichp町出国dwi血fo咽 you血ーl旧dno哩-govemmen回.1org阻回世阻ns(NGOs)担

也間四国凶essev，悶Iyirup郎副byHIV/AlDS: the Youth Heal也Org担.ization(YOHO) of B醐 W血a，
也eY outh Action Rang田 ofNigeria (Y ARN)， and也eTownship AlDS F吋田tσ"AP)田d也eS凹也

A量包囲 C面白伽OrganisationalDevel叩岨田1(SACORD) of South A創ca τ"heir叫世吋世esincluded 
s凶 ls-b田 edtraining， advocacy progr阻 i皿plemen刷 ion， organi2ational developmenl， and youth 
participation也policymakin喧
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One area that has reωived less attention in health policies is the vulnerability of the 
African youth to environmental hazards， such as harmful chemicals and biological 
agents (WHO， 2008). The environmenlal haza附sinclude polluled waler， air， soils and 
households. Among Ihe substances polluting Ihe environment in which Ihe youlh live， 
play or work include chemicals， electronics， smoke， uncollected garbage， and wasle 
matter produced al home (Chaves et al.， 2013). There is need to provide heallh 
educalion 10 Ihe general public， stressing heallh hazards of different pollu姐nlsand Ihe 
measures households can take to keep home compounds clean. 

14.2.3 Polilical and social issues 

There is evidence that lack of good governance (that avoids conflict and 
marginalization) is predictive of poor e∞nomies， where unemployment is the norm. 
Moreover， evidence exists thal pa耐cipationof the youth in political processes is 
posilively correlated with youth voice in public affairs and wilh growth (World Bank， 
2009). A study by Karikari and Gyimah・Brempong(2011) confirmed previous evidence 
that growth associates with the quality of governance. One reason for this correlation 
is thal growth provides Ihe resources to invesl in good govemance， which promotes 
youth 岡山ipationin polit回 1processes， stimulating fu同hergrowth. Indeed， youth 
岡山ipationin politics -which is desirable in its own right， reinforces and is reinforced 
by growth214 However， evidence on magniludes of Ihese correlations is lacking. 

町'ortsto enhance youth's pa同icipationin politi伺 1affairs in Africa have generally not 
been successful. The few interventions that have been implemented to increase youth 
involvement in politics215 include quotas for political appointments in government， 
programs to train the youth in functions of govemment 

14.3 Implementation of Youth Policies 

There is limited inforrnation on the extent to which policies forrnulated to empower the 
youth in Africa have been implemented. This is a crucially imp白血ntissue because 
unless legislations and policies designed to benefit the you are implemented， the 
resources used to bring them into exislence are merely wasted. We provide ane凶olal
evidence on this issue from selected ∞unlries to illuslrate Ihe poinl that African 

216 ∞untries are at different stages of implementing policies that benefit the youth. 

214τ"hepo脂ntiallinksbet駒田ed山 ati岨， income and d園田cracyis wbat social sci四国脂血也emiddleof 
也el田tcen旬ry白色町dto描也e‘'modernisationhypo也品is."Ho明町民也eemp仕ic凶 evidenceon胞 link
bet駒 田ed田副岨岨dd四nocracy包阻clear.
215 ... >See for e.g.， UNECA (2009). 

216 Apart from the cases diSCU8Sed for也e伽閣 coun回目 thereis limited泊f町mationon national you也
pol包iesofBo同W阻a， adop脂din August 1996; Guinea's policies on y刷出，叩l加reand叩0巾，declared in 
April 1993; Malawi's first yσu血policyin 1995; N:回世bia's西国tyou也 policyin 1993; Nig田ia's缶冨t
you血 policyin 19唱3;田 dSi町四 Leone'sn富山田1you由 policy也却03. See A創canYou血 Policy
Upda脂Number1， at !!出仙lo".d即 elonmen佃町出rshin.or笹川=1(last 抑 制edonO陶 b町 17，2011).
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14.3.1 National Youth Policy in Ghana217 

In 2009， three year百 afterthe African Youth Charter， Ghana did not have a national 
youth policy. Ghana officially launched its national youth policy on August 12， 2010 as 
pa昨日fthe International Youth Day celebration. The youth policy vacuum is prevalent in 
other African countries as well. Although the key issues affecting the youth have been 
制 iculatedin UN ∞nventions on many occasions， few countries have implemented 

218 policies to address these issues 

The youth in Ghana constitute a quarter of the country's population?19 It has been 
estimated that of about 250，000 young people entering the labor market annually， only 
2 per，ωnt (5，000) get jobs in the formal sector， with the rest being叩 enlyunemployed， 
dis∞uraged from labor force 岡山ipationor subsisting in the informal sector in low 
productivity activities. The problem of youth unemployment in Ghana， as in other 
African countries is getting worse over time. 

Ghana needs a national youth policy that promotes all priority areas that a宵'ectthe 
youth. A concrete youth employment policy will help address ∞ncerns of several 
stakeholde隠， pa出cularlydevelopment pa巾 ersin Ghana and elsewhe陪 inAfrica， who 
believe that helping the youth is not a top priority of African govemments. It is 
noteworthy that Ghana's 2012 budget has line items dedicated to programs that target 
the youth. In pa同icular，the budget provides for expansion of the school feeding 
programme to∞ver an additional 500，000 students， increasing the number of 
beneficiaries to about 1，500，000 from its current level of 1，040，000. Moreover， the 
National Youth EmploYIT!El!lt programme will be expanded to create 500，000 new jobs 
over the next four years.220 

Ghana has in place various policies and programs for empowering the youth， such as 
the National Youth Council， the National Service Council， and the Youth Bridge 
Foundation which are potentially useful allies to the govemment in its e宵'ortsto develop 
and implement interventions to generate employment for the youth. 

14.3.2 Gambia's Third National Youth POlicy21 

In 2009， Gambia launched its Third National Youth Policy for 2009・2018. This 
immediately followed the Second National Youth Policy of 1999-2008 that was charged 
with the mandate to advocate for youth development and create oppo同unitiesfor the 
youth. The new policy seeks to invest in the youth as a strategy for achieving 
suslainable development. The overall 0同ectiveof the policy is to get the youth involved 
in all aspects of national development， thus addressing the problem of their 
marginalization 

217τ"his s∞tion is based partly on !!伽・lIal18:制国回mI.加d回 200907061784.h加 Hl回ta印刷sedon 
Oc同ber17， 2011). 

21'To our knowledge 32 A創四nco叩凶eshave四.tified1he AYC， as of April2012 (see Table 1) 

219百四proporti咽 isbas“onayou也de盟国出nofl8加 35years 

220 See Ghana (2011) 

221百 iss回世田四 basedpartly on !!伽・/池田oint.l!lIllÚrÍca/~a:mbia!ar世d出atio血l-vou血-oolicv-2009-
2盟主(1拙 t田 明ssedO蜘 b町 17，2011).
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Like many African countries， the Gambian youth face several challenges， including lack 
of oppo同unitiesfor productive employment， low quality education， poor access to 
quality health白隠 andlimited pa吋icipationin politiωI affai隠. The youth in Gambia 
account for at least 47 percent of the population and has unemployment rate of 22 
percent. Furlhermore， contrary to situations in many other African countries， the 
m司orityof the Gambian youth reside in urban areas， with unemployment rate among 
ma-Ies -exceeding the female rate.222 There is a high incidence of drug abuse and 
criminal activity among the urban youth. The dire unemployment situation facing the 
youth in Gambia is perhaps best exemplified by the general belief in the country that 
the Gambian youth suffers from the "Babylon" syndrome-the desire to migrate out of 
Gambia by any means necessary. The p陪 valenceof HIV/AIDS is very high among the 
16 to 35 age cohorl， and far exceeds prevalence rates observed in older ∞ho巾.

The population and housing census of 2003 indicated that the government has 
promoted initiatives to achieve universal access to basic education for all school-going 
ages. Schooling coverage was extended through a variety of policies， including 
∞nstruction and maintenance of school facilities， abolition of school fees at grades 1 to 
6， and free education fur girls at grades 7 to 9. These policies coincide with an 
increase in the gross enrolment悶 teof 25 percent at the upper primary level， and a 
doubling of enrolment in se∞ndary schools. However， despite this progress， problems 
of poor retention of pupils， gender disparities in enrolment， and low quality education 
pe陪ist

14.3.3 Kenya's youth development through an agenda for peace
223 

Kenya moved closer to a National Youth Policy when it adopted the national youth 
agenda in 2002 "to promote youth pa同icipationin∞mmunity and civic affair宮 andto 

，224 
ensure that all development programs a陪 youth-oriented"~~ The agenda emphasized 
investment in activities that empowered the youth in areas of health， education， quality 
training， sports， recreation， and use of media. The youth in streets， with disabilities， 
with HIV/AIDS， those out of school， and without employment were to be the fucus of 
attention. 

A 陪 search∞nductedin κenya (Nairobi Peace Initiative-Africa， n.d) after the post-
election violence in 2007 -on how the youth challenges in the country could be 
add陪鶴岡 througha broad peace agenda - provides insights into connections 
between peace and youth activities. The study found that durable political s抱bilityin 
the country is hard to achieve without e悔 divelyaddressing marginalization of the 
youth. It appealed to stakeholder百 (thestate， private entr芭P陪 neurs，civil society， faith-
based 0咽anizations，and donor agencies) to invest in the youth and empower them to 
be productive and ac∞untable citizens. About 75 percent of the 陶 nyanj:lopulation is 

225 
belowa唱e30， and makes the country one of the youngest in the world. “Like the 
youth in other African countries， the Kenya you!b_ has little access to higher education 
and must ∞ntend with negative peer pressu陪 226to engage in life styles that a陪 not

222 Theyou血抱defmed幽血倒ea忠誠be何 een13 aod 30 ye官民b叫t血osefalling ou胞ide血israogeω叫d
be included in the policy' s p四 g泡ms岨 dactivities und町 specia1c民団m蜘且伺s.

223百lediSCl四sionhe同 国basedpr並uuilyon NPI-A出ca(un伽恒d).

出 SeeKenya Govern皿四tο002).

22' The K田 y血 gov，官狙m匝 ltdefines由eyou血 as曲四eb昨W田 n15 aod 30拘置Sor betwe，回 15aod 35 
years. 

226 See由eW，町ldB阻 kο005)岨 dK四ya'sM也istryofS祖崎阻dYou血A白血(MSYAヴ 2007)
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∞nducive to human capi国1formation. The policies to empower the youth must 
address negative peer pressure， and risky life styles 

The Government of Kenya has made notable efforls to address problems facing the 
youth. In 2005， the government created the Ministry of State and Youth A汗'air宮， which 
quickly formulated a National Youth Policy in 2006 and a five year youth strategic plan 
in 2007. The NPI-Africa study found that while the youth were aware of the existence 
of the youth ministry， many felt that the ministry did not address their problems. In 
particular， the ministry did not ste~_~ sense of hopelessness amongst the youth which 
dragged them to criminal activity.227 The findings of the study confirmed. what many 

observer百 inthe ∞untry believedー thatthe youth 岡山ipatedin the 2007-08 post-
election violence out of hopelessness. The study revealed the ∞mp蹴 relationship
between peace and youth; the vulnerability of youth to manipulation into criminal 
activity by politicians; and prevalence of hopelessness that can drive the youth to 
violence or criminal activity. In addition， the study showed that youth empowerment 
initiatives will do little to promote peace if they are perlωived as irrelevant to the 
challenges facing the youth. This observation highlights the impo同anceof youth 
pa吋icipationin (and education about) programs designed to benefit them 

14.3.4 Subsidies to enhance youth employment in South Africa'盟

Ac∞rding to the late President of the African National Congress，αiver Tambo，、
nation that does not take care for its youth has no future， nor does it deserve one." As 
a result of South Africa's unique history， the youth policy for that country has been an 
integral part of social justice and a prerequisite for equitable development. Post-
apa此heidSouth Africa has adopted a series of youth policies including the 2000 
National Youth Policy (NYP)， the National Youth Development Framework (NYDF) of 
2002-2007， and the NYP for 2009-2014. In addition to these interventions， the South 
African government passed the National Youth Commission (NYC) Act of 1996. The 
NYP for 2009-2014 focuses on education and health -and is generally designed to 
ensure that the youth have acωss to quality social serviωs. As in the case of Kenya， 
the groups targeted for special attention by the national youth policy include female 
youth， youth with disabilities， unemployed youth， out-o手schoolyouth，問問1youth， and 
youth at greatest risk of HIV/AIDS. The current South African national youth policy 
specifies interventions to achieve each of its objectives. The policy will be 
implemented jointly by the government， the private sector and non-governmental 
organizations. The policy calls for the establishment of a youth directorate in every 
government ministry. Given the high rate of youth unemployment in South Africa， the 
policy has employment creation as its main pu巾ose

Consistent with the National Youth Policy， the new South African growth strategy calls 
for the state to "provide bold， imaginative and effective strategies to create millions of 
new jobs that South Afric;ans need.…and to develop a multi-pronged strategy to tackle 

.229 youth unemployment.'LL>  The South African Government has published a discussion 

盟 7It has be四時0由 d也atsa血.ep町 田tss旬psuppa拙 g也位chil世田血血ciallyaft町也eyfinish form 
four， which is也e1酪 tstage before田恒ringuniversity. Also，也.eyou也 arenot gr田ted配 ce田加 asse"包，
such as 1岨 d，until也eyget皿arried;s田Mbatia(198η 百 eoth町 stakeholdersinclude創 也-bas叫阻d
conununity based organiza岨ons，non-gov田宮血阻回l町畠姐包訓on8，也eprivate sec旬r，banks aod other 
直n血 .cialinstitutio田

228 The discussion here is b副 ed戸marilyon Sou也A企i回 (2008)血 dSouthA企ica(2011) 

229 Sou血A創曲。011，p.5). 
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paper for public∞mment on the merits and demerits of using subsidies to address the 
youth unemployment problem. Although subsidies have been used to create 
employment in many parts of the_world， they are new in Africa as a mechanism for 

230 
creating large scale employment:

w 
A key motivation of this program is the re∞gnition 

that while the supply of quality labor is a critical ∞mponent of job creation， stimulating 
demand for such labor is equally important， i.e.， it cannot be left to market forces 
According to the Quarterly Labour Force Survey， a publi図 tionof Statistics South Africa， 
in the third qua同erof 2010， about 42 perωnt of the South African youth aged less than 
30 years were unemployed compared to 17 percent for adults over 30 years， implying a 
ratio of youth to adult unemployment of 2.5. The unemployed youth tend to be 
uneducated and inexperienced. Furthermore， the bulk of the youth lacks tertiary 
education and has never worked， indicating that the subsidy program must畑出lethree 
supply side aspects of the youth unemployment problem -lack of skills， low quality 
skills， and lack of work experience. That is， the employment subsidy should not be 
limited to stimulating demand for quality labor -as designed， but must also be 
extended to address supply side labor market constraints. 

The national employment subsidy program will be operated by the South African 
Revenue Servi偲. Individuals can use this program for a maximum period of two years， 
receiving a maximum annual subsidy of approximately US$1，500，which is about 50 

231 
percent of the ave悶 geincome of the targeted youth∞hort. <0' The program is 
expected to subsidize a net of 423，000 new jobs at a ∞st of approximately US$ 625m 
in tax expenditure and is expected to substantially improve long-term employability of 

the youth.
232 

One daunting challenge of the job subsidy program is that it must find a 
mechanism for providing job experienωto a large number of young people who have 
never worked. This point is reinfor，ωd by the evidence that unemployed youth with 
experience in South Afric.l:l_ are three times more likely to find a job compared to youth 
without work experience?33 

14.4 Challenges 

Implementation of youth policies in Africa faces many challenges， a few of which are 
outlined below. The challenges concern implementation aspects of data， budgets， 
technology， personnel， and monitoring and evaluation.. 

14.4.1 Data limitations 

The availability of su冊cientand reliable data is obviously pertinent in the formulation 
and implementation of e'汗'ective youth policies. For instance， the available 
unemployment data do not take into account the large propo耐onof underemployment 

230 For instance， Aus回 liaused血e“Sp田 ialY outh Employment Training Prograru" for 15・24y回 rolds 
b血 1976旬 1985(s田Rich町 dson，1998)，阻d也eUni匝dS国岡田ed也e“TargetedJobs Tax Credit" 
戸ogr田nfor disadv.担 阻gedyou血s世om1979旬 1994(see Katz， 1996). 

231τk四 .bsidywill be available加 newhires betwe田 18岨 d29 y'曲四 fortwo y'回目 andfor ex四国g
workersbet駒田 18姐 d24 for one year 

232 The number of to凶 newjobs加 becreated is proj郎副 at432，000， which is high町也岨也e回 e
es'胞団脂becausesome young workers would have be曲目nployedev，四withoutthe subsidy 

233 Sou血A創曲。01l，pp.34阻 d36).
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youth， especi剖Iyin rural and slum ar四 sand this complicates design of an e'宵'ective
program. Moreover， the extent of unemployment due to skill mismatch is also not well 
known (Leibbrandt and Mlatsheni: 2004; Boateng: 2002， 2004). Another problem is 
that low labor force participation by women generally tends to bias downwa附 the
陪 po巾 dunemployment rate. Evidence is lacking on causes of different types of 
unemployment (e.g.， frictional， structural， or cyclical)， and this information gap 
∞nst悶 insimplementation of active labor market programs， as it is not clear what can 
be done to improve labor markets. 

Given the scarcity of funds for youth employment programs， it is important to 
implement only the cost effective programs. Lack of evidence on retums to education is 
a limitation in determining the cost-effective programs. Equally lacking， is information 
on the distribution of educational skills across regions and youth groups， an aspect that 
∞nstrains implementation of equi回bleprograms. However， even when the needed 
evidence is available， a socially optimal allocation of educational resounωs might be 
thwarted by other factors， the most important of which is vested interesl. For example， 
a policy of allocating resou間 sto educational levels where the陪 turnsa隠 highest，or
of re-directing such resources to the most disadvantaged groups (e.g.， rural residents， 
women， marginalized youths) could be resisted by groups that stand to lose from the 
policy 川口rldBank， 2005). Thus， in addition to generating evidenωon efficiency and 
equity out∞mes of resource allocation， there is need to establish mechanisms flロr
building consensus in問 sourceallocation -to avoid tensions that can disrupt social 
cohesion. 

In light of the importance of reliable and accurate da泊 forpolicy making and the current 
data paucity on youth in Africa， the steps taken by the African Union to develop an 
African Youth Statistical Database is∞mmendable.234 The database is expected to 
include relevant indicators to measure progress on youth development and 
empowerment. The database will be used as the platform to generate evidence on 
pertormance of youth programs across African countries. 

14.4.2 Low grow1h rates 

The outcome of active labor market policies depend on the overall growth rate of an 
e∞nomy. A poor peげ'ormingeconomy cannot generate quality jobs. Thus， the crucial 
step in employment creation for the youth is to implement policies that boost economic 
growth. This is a major challenge for many∞untries in Africa where growth rates have 
been low for decades. Moreover， in order to secure decent work for the youth， 
investments must be made to promote social protection， including the strengthening of 
o∞upational safety standaros， and expansion of employment-based insurance 
schemes. Also imperative， is establishment of institutions that forbid all forms of 
discrimination， prevent labor explロitationand eliminate child labor (ILO: 2002). E汗'orts
in these directions may ∞mplicate the policy of creating more jobs for the youth as 
they are likely to increase the cost of employment to employers. AII this indicates that 
tradeoffs may be necessary between the number of jobs created and the range of 
fridge benefits ac∞mpanying the jobs 

23'S田 M叩i白血喜&R勾0吋ngon也ehnplem四個世onof the AU Y outh Decade Plan of Action 2009・
2018: Peer Review and Stakeholders T田hnicalco田ul阻tionson∞nc沼ptualand pr加 ticalframework of 
血 A創C血 You血Empowerrnentand Deve10pment lndex (17 Nov位 nber，2011). 
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On the issue of economic growth and job creation， the study by Leautier and Hanson 
(2012) is informative. They argue that the agricultural sector is well suited to play a 
crucial role in dealing with Africa's unemployment problem for several reasons. To start 
with， since the sector employs the largest propo同ionof the population， including the 
youth， investments in the sector are likely to boost youth employment. Fu同hermore，
investment in the agricultural value chain would increase labor productivity and wages 
in smallholder agriculture， helping陪 duωpove同y，as vulnerable farmers in Africa are 
∞ncentrated in smallholder agriculture. It is worth noting that the Food， Agriculture and 
Natural Resources Policy Analysis Network (FANRPAN) at its 2011 Regional Food 
Security Policy Dialogue advocated for active engagement of the youth in the 

-:135 agriculture value chain.' 

14.4.3 Youth policies are not integrated into national development policies 

Lack of integration of youth policies into national development initiatives have led to the 
creation of poorly functioning youth ministries. The special ministries tend to operate on 
separate tracks from mainstream govemment departments (Chingunta， 2002). For 
example， a department of education pursuing mainstream government agenda would 
specialize in formal education and formal labor market initiatives， such as the 
development of skills through national youth service schemes for formal sector 
employment. On the other hand， an education depa同mentimplementing youth policies 
would be developing skills for informal sector employment 

African governments should develop comprehensive and integrated youth 
empowerment policies in areas of education， health， employment and political 
participation. For example， all youth should dialogue on a common platform on issues 
that a汗'ectthem. In this ∞nnectionthe HED ESleeton youth 岡山ipatorygovernance 
in Africa is an initiative in the right direction.'~ Perhaps， an e偽 ctiveway to harness 
the energy， passion and talents of the youth for development is to mainstream youth 
policies. In other words， government policies， expenditures， strategies， and actions 
should be evaluated for impacts on the youth. Since African governments have made 
progress in mainstreaming gender issues， they can also succeed in mainstreaming 
youth policies. 

14.4.4Insufficient information on program costs and budgets 

Programs for youth development require subs匂ntialresources to implement. Yet， full 
information on∞由 andsources of funds for youth programs in Africa is not available 
For example， improving access to education involves making education a汗'ordable，
which often means abolishing tuition fees， subsidizing non-tuition costs， such as 
uniforms and meals， and hiring additional teache陪 andadministrators to support 
instruction. The direct and indirect costs of these kinds of interventions are not 
available. Mo陪 oversources of funding for active labor market policies， such as public 
works are not well documented. Due to incomplete accounting re∞rds for youth 
development programs， African governments are hard plaωd to determine 

235 See httn:/1www甘usì.oTI!/alertnetJblor!.s1clima担-conv町四tion駒田ticin r!.-a骨icas-vn町出ー加-a~四1血目/
(last accessed on Octoh町 17，2011)
236 See “IIED， Progra血 64:Young Citiz阻 s:You正hP紅岨ロ.pll岨ryGovernance in A丘ica"(Institu崎 for
D肝 e10pm四 tS加di田， 2011).
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sus也inabilityof on-going programs， such as the Kenyan Jua Kali voucher scheme 
started in 1997. 

14.4.5 Limited capacity to monitor and evaluate programs 

In order to know whether projects are achieving intended pu巾oses，it is important that 
they be monitored continuously and regularly evaluated. African governments lack 
伺 pacityto monitor and rigorously evaluate development programs. To date， no reliable 
assessment has been conducted on the few existing active labor market programs on 
the ∞ntinent. A well implemented program should have pe巾 rmanceindicators and 
benchmarks that can be monitored and measured regularly. In this regard， the World 
Banlピs(2007) approach to youth employment inventory is instructive， as it provides 
guidanωon project monitoring and evaluation. 

14.5 The Youth Is a delicate Asset 

As previously noted， youth empowerment programs in Africa have fallen short of youth 
expectations. The youth response to these deficits have included withdrawal from the 
labor markets， non-pa凶cipationin political a汗'airs，emigration， and engagement in 
desperate activities， such as polit悶 1agitation or joining rebel groups. Nonetheless， 
empowered youth is an immense resource for development 

Youth unemployment， in all its various forms (Boateng， this volume) is at the core of 
the economic challenges in Africa. To effectively tackle this problem， African 
governments must significantly invest in nutrition， health and education of the youth. 
However， it is recognized that this is a long term employment creation strategy. In the 
short-run， a combination of policies that create demand for youth with low skills and 
upgrade skill will be required. To that end a mix of policies that en∞urage labor 
intensive growth and provide on-the-job-training are the appropriate. However， this 
∞mbination of policies関 nbe designed and implemented _ollly if youth empowerment 

237 policies are integrated into national development programs. 

Given the diverse economic and polit回 l∞ntextsof African ∞untries， no single 
approach will simultaneously build human capital of the youth and create youth 
employment. Since approaches to generating employment for the youth will differ 
across ∞untries， this issue is∞nsidered below in light of a World Bank's (2006) 
framework on youth development 

14.5.1 Youth development: Improving investment climate 

An impo陶 ntobstacle to e∞nomic growth in African countries is poor investment 
climate， which can be improved by reducing ∞sts of doing business. While a high 
proportion of the ∞sts to businesses include expenses on energy and transpo由 tion，
there are also outlays in reducing and mitigating risks that are induced by negative 

237 The World B皿 k(却07b)四居間ts也atdemographic variables眠叩Insis'回 tlypredictive of也e
ob崎町eddi庄町田cebetw田 ngrow也inthe Sub-Sabaran A創岡田gion阻 do血町d町 elop泊g問 gions
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youth activitie岳 ーincludingcrime and political agitation. The role of investment climate 
to e∞nomic growth in Africa has received a lot of attention since 2003.238 

The destabilizing e仔'ectsof violence and political instability in Kenya after the 

2007 election is a testament to how crucial political stability is to African 

development. In Senegal， a youth group swore to render the ∞untry 

'ungovernable' if the incumbent won the election as he was violating a two-term 

limit for presidential office enacted in 2001.
239 

Threats of this kind can damage 

the investment climate with adverse∞nsequen回 sfor trade and aid. 

14.5.2 Youth development: expansion of infrastructure 

The infrastructural deficits in Africa have been a deterrent to growth in Africa for a long 
time -the associated decline in growth has been in the order of 2 percentage points a 
year. Moreover， US$17 billion a year is lost in Africa due to inefficiency of the existing 
infrastructure， which is mainly due topoor maintenance and mismanagement of the 

240 
resources allocated for that purpose. L~U Many African∞untries lack quality roads and 
steady supply of electricity. The neglect of infrastructural investment in the 1990s by 
Afri回 ngovernments left a gap that ∞uld not be filled by the private sector. The 
adverse e何'ectof this neglect on development is an important lesson of the need to 
ensure adequate financing of infrastructure financing in Africa over the ∞ming 

241 
decades. L~' It has been estimated that sub-Saharan Africa needs a massive 
infrastructural financing -of about US$18 billion --to promote the economic growth 
neωssary to reduωextreme poverty on the continent by 50 percent， and another 
US$18 billion per year to achieve its millennium development goals.

242 
Since there are 

obvious challenges in marshalling investment expenditure of this magnitude; 
establishment of public-private ventures for that pu巾oseshould be given serious 
∞nsideration. The option of engaging the youth to construct new infrastructure 

through an innovative public works Ilrogram is also worth considering.
243 

14.5.3 Youth development: Harnessing innovation 

A key deterrninant of economic growth is investment that builds skills to exploit new 
inforrnation and ∞mmunication technologies. This is an att悶 ctivebusiness venture for 
the youth because they can learn more easily than older∞ho巾 theskills needed to 
use use new technologies. In reωnt decades， one of the remarkable features of 

238 
The reports r阻kcoun佐ieson也位。V悶l1"e蹴 ofdoingb国ine田"阻d阻aly:国間f町田sto business 

regulation by looking at也e盟国I加 whichco田町田町unprovmg也eirb田皿ess田vrronm田tτ'he
2012 Doing B悶 inessreport provides information on procedures and costs of getting阻 ele出1田町y
connection旬 abusiness premise in A世ica.

239 The Wall S回目Journal， Fe伽U町 27，2012，p. All. 

240A創曲、国企品加lC加regap盟国恒国也dat over US$90 billion祖国ally，more也血同ice也e田町田t
m世田岡山田 exp血di旬開， based on the five main economic in企astructores田和田一也forma厄on阻d
com皿U血目白on也chnology，回gation，power， 11'，岨sport，阻dwat町血ds血血tion;s田 CeciliaBriceno-
G町四回也a，Afric，山 Iψ剖帥C加re:Time for Transformalion， W，町ldB置lk(2010). 

241 The 1995 Copenhagen Social Su血血itwas part of也em.otiva租onfor也eshift. 

242 See Wormser (2004). 

243 The Chinese governm田thasused也eyou曲師 staffits massive血企田国刷reproject; see A. B岨可田，

E.Du畳0，皿dN.Quan，伽 theRoad: A町田S白 Tra町WO珂冊目n!'!J宇田向C削reand Economic Gr，仰 'th帥

China， NBER Working Paper No. 17897 
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globalization has been a substantial increase in the number of people -particularly the 
youth -moving across national boundaries. This phenomenon has gathered strong 
momentum among Afl巾 anyouth in the last two or three decades with educaled African 
youlh seeking Iheir fortunes in OECD counlries or in Ihe oil-rich Gulf stales， wilh Ihe 
median age of migrants being aboul 27 years. The Uniled Nalions eslimales Ihal for 
mosl Wesl African ∞unlries， Ihe propo柑onof migrants under 20_ years moving 10 
∞unlries oulside 8ub-8aharan Africa exωeded 40 perωnl山 An importanl 
characteristic of intemational migration is its selective nature -because it involves 
mainly young people wilh good education relative to schooling levels in sending 
∞unlries. Because emigranls from African ∞unlries have to compele for skilled jobs 
in deslinalion countries， only the adventurous or the most enlrepreneurial are likely to 
emigrate， leaving behind Iheir youlh∞unter岡市 whoare less equipped 10 tackle the 
African development challenges. Clemens and Patterson (2007) note that about 50 
percent or more of the physicians trained in African ∞untries are working in OECD 
∞untries while the health care systems in their home countries are under-staffed， or 
operated by less skilled health professionals. 

Innovations in technology could help overcome shortages of skilled workfor，ωin 
African countries because wages in ICT-intensive sectors are generally more 
∞mpetitive than in traditional sectors， and this wage di悔 rentialcan help retain highly 
qualified youth in Africa. African countries have struggled to deal with“brain-drain"ーi.e.
how to retain the few skilled professionals they produce since independence in the 
early days of Ihe second pa吋ofthe 20th century. In addition 10 devising mechanisms to 
keep qua附ed Africans in the continenl， policy makers should also consider 
implementing policies 10 attracl African professionals in Diaspora to retum home. Over 
the coming several decades， Africa will be in a unique position to use international 
trade to create jobs for the youth by exploiting latent comparative advantage in the 
relative size of i恰 youthpopulation in the world stage. 8ince by about 2045 (see 
Chapter 2)， Africa will have the most numerous youth population in the world， the 
oppo巾 nity∞stof youth labor in Africa will be lower than anywhe陪 elsei n Ihe world， 
enabling Ihe continent to have a global competitive advantage in commodilies thal use 
youlh labor inlensively. Investments in technologies that empower Ihe youth 10 
embrace and exploit new lechnologies will enable Africa 10 realize this latenl advantage 
in global trade and create decent jobs for its youth. 

80me studies have re∞mmended promoling youlh development Ihrough an integrated 
rural and agricullural policy and investment. The idea is that policies and programs 
that promote modemization of agricullure and enhance its produclivity through 
innovative and entrepreneu同alinterventions would make rural areas attractive to urban 

245 youlh as places to work and live.'~w Mo隠 over，a large number of decenl jobs can be 
created in agriculture by supporting chains of activities that add value to agricultural 

246 products. ，~U In pa耐cular，investments in agro-based activities such as storage， 
processing， packaging， Iransportation， and markeling of farm produce would promole 
agricultural value-addition in rural and urban areas 

2制 SeeUnited Nations (2011). 

24' See Leautier and H咽 son(2012). See also Kararach， H岨 son，血dL田uti町 (2011)，阻dProc旬r担 d
Lucchesiο012). 

246 The ∞E回ptof value chs血血volves也efull range of activities req山red加 bringa product or service 
量。血也e∞畳間p世田 S担.ge，由rough也.ev町10田 ph田esofproduc担on(皿volving位田sfi四団組onofin卵胞

皿toprodu出血ds町 田ces)，加 de¥iv田ys時e岨 d旬也.efmal disposal s同eaft町田e(see Kaplinksy姐 d
Morris: 2000). 
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14.5.4 Youth development: enhancing institutional quality 

Building institutional回 pacityinvolves strengthening∞mpetencies of individuals and 
organizations， i.e.， making both individuals and organizations more effective. The 
strategies to enhance institutional quality include refining or formulating the rules that 
pe叩 leand organizations must follow in pursuit of their口取ctives，promoting voi回 of
disadvantaged groups as an agency of restraint， and fighting∞rruption. In問同icular，
involvement of the youth in governanωprocesses is impo幅 nt.In the ∞ntext of this 
chapter， governance means a system that ensures that there is order， minimal conflict， 
and mutual gain in the perpetual process of development. Thus there are three 
essential elements of governance:∞nflict avoidance and resolution mechanism and， 
the means for maintaining order and for ensuring mutual gain. Williamson (2010) views 
the firm as a governance structure that provides mechanisms for∞n刊ictresolution， for 
maintaining order， and for ensuring mutual gain in non-market exchanges -just as 
would be the case in a market-based exchange without transactions costs. In light of 
Williamson (2002)， one key function of government is to ensure that in the process of 
development there is order and peace and that everyone benefits. As argued 
throughout this chapter， creation of decent jobs (especially for the youth -the 
numerous population group)， through a comprehensive process of human capital 
formation and stimulation of labor intensive growth would enhanωgood governance in 
Africa， i.e.， promote order， peace， and social equity and s匂bility

14.6 Conclusion 

Several models， including demographic theories~ave been proposed to explain the 
247 poor economic pe巾 rmanceof African ∞untries.'~' Africa is the youngest continent in 

the world with about 70 percent of the population at age 30 or below， and will maintain 
this position over the next decades: by about 2045，Africa is projected to have the most 
numerous youth population in the world. Indeed， with a large propo同onof the 
population belowage 15， the youth population in Africa is expected to grow rapidly in 
the near future. Although， the plight of the African youth has been neglected for a long 
time， Afr咽 ngovernments still have the oppo山 nityto harness this resource and use it 
to develop the ∞ntinent. 

This chapter has examined a range of policies that can be implemented to make the 
youth a powe斤ulforce for development in Africa (Hamaguchi et al. (2013). However， 
important preparatory activities are needed befo陪 reformsto harness the development 
potential of the African youth are implemented. In pa此icular，there is need to improve 
the quality and s∞pe of data on the youth and their as剛rations.One of the problems 
that studies on African youth fa国 islack of data to conduct the needed analysis on this 
issue. It is recommended that African governments gather and store quality data on 
youth populations and make it available to researchers. In this regard， the steps taken 
by the African Union to develop an African Youth Statistical Database are notewo同hy.

There is need to integ悶 teyouth policies into national development initiatives to avoid 
fragmented， uncoordinated and poorly managed youth empowerment programs. Even 
with the limited data， research shows that the African youth su偽 rfrom chronic poverty， 
open unemployment， disguised unemployment， and underemployment. The cluster of 

247 SeeW町"ldB田 k(2007).
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e∞nomic problems afflicting the youth are best addressed by an integrated policy 
framework that enhances five pillar百 ofdevelopment process-human capital; a 
predictable macroe∞nomic environment， including the investment climate; social 
infrastructure; entrepreneur宮hipand innovation; and institutional capacity. Integration of 
youth policies in national development blueprints would make them pa同ofthe ∞m 
business of national governments and eliminate risks of their marginalization as the 
e∞nomies move forward. Finally， youth policies must address the real challenges 
facing the young pe叩 lein Africa. There is need to es也blishmonitoring and evaluation 
systems that ∞lIect data on costs and effectiveness of youth empowerment programs 
so that their pe巾 rmanωcanbe evaluated at ∞untry levels. The country level 
monitoring and evaluation systems should be coordinated at the continental level， 
whe陪 amechanism for sharing∞untry experiences should be established. 
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